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New Models of 
Care 


You can’t always get what you want, but if you try 
sometimes, you might find, you get what you 


need 







What do You Want (From 
Practice)? 


 Meaningful relationships 


 Provide good quality care 


 Make a decent living 


 Do good in the world 







And What do You Need to Get 
What You Want? 


 Meaningful relationships 


 


 Provide good quality care 


 


 Make a decent living 


 


 Do good in the world 


 







And What do Patients 
Need? 


 Access 
 See their doctor 


 Meaningful personal relationship 


 High quality care 


 Good value 


 







And How is That Working 
Out? 


 Overhead 


 Volume and 
Reimbursement 


 Do it Better! 


 











Decrease Overhead 
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Presentation Notes

Discuss models to decrease overhead –Limited staffHome visit or long-term care only







Increase Volume 
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Team care model







Increase 
Reimbursement 
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ConciergeCash only (also reduces overhead)Procedural (eg, cosmetic derm)







Increase Value 
 


 


Value = Quality 
Cost 







Transform the System 







The Medical Home Is Something 
Qualitatively Different 


Usual Primary Care  


 Relies on the 
clinician 


 Care provided to 
those who come in 


 Performance is 
assumed 


 Innovation is 
infrequent 


Medical Home 


 Relies on the team 


 Care provided for all 


 


 Performance is 
measured 


 Innovation occurs 
regularly 







Performance 
Measurement 


Culture of 
Improvement 


Reliable  
Systems 


• Family medicine core 
  measures 
• Patient satisfaction surveys 


 Learning Organization 
• Staff education 
• Team meeting 


• Lab and referral tracking 
• Check list and reminders 
• Evidence-based decision 
  support tool 


Quality 
Measures 



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Blocks leverage each other; it’s not a linear relationship; it’s an interdependent system where what happens in one block affects what happens in another.The whole represents a fully implemented PCMH/Family Medicine model.First, quality measures are “Built In” to the PCMHPractices are continually taking steps to measure and improve their clinical and service quality including feedback from their patients -- they “live” a culture of improvement. Staff actively learns from each other through a systematic and disciplined approach, e.g. through regular team meetings. The practice installs reliable systems (e.g. to track lab results, referrals and transitions in care) and Uses check lists, reminders and evidence-based point of care decision support tools. PATIENTS get the right care at the right time, every time, i.e. they get what they NEED!







Personalized Care Convenient Access Care Coordination 


• Same-day appointments 
• After-hours access 
  coverage 
• Online patient services 


• Reminders 
• Personal Health Record 
• Shared decision-making 
• Self-management support 


• Referral management 
• Patient engagement and 
  education 
• Prevention screening and 
  services 


Patient  
Experience 


Quality 
Measures 
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Patients want access to comprehensive primary care when they need it, when it’s convenient for them, that’s personalized and coordinated for them. For some practices this may be a significant shift in mind set and a practice redesign challenge to become truly PATIENT CENTERED. A PCMH creates the opportunity and support for patients to engage in their own care and in shared decision-making. The practice builds in same day access and 24/7 coverage. The practice innovates with new approaches to engage patients such as group visits and on-line services. PATIENTS get access, communication, education and care coordination when they want it, i.e. patients are more satisfied with their care







Practice 
Organization 


Personnel 
Management 


Clinical Systems 


• Job descriptions 
• Team development 


• Lab testing 
• Prescriptions 
• Registries 


Financial 
Management 


• Budgets 
• Cash flow 
• Accounts receivable 


Quality 
Measures 


Patient 
Experience 
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a medical home can succeed only if it has systems in place to assure disciplined financial management; disciplined personnel management; and disciplined and reliable processes to manage clinical care. A MH like any other business has to be built on a strong financial base in order to be sustainable and invest in itself. Secondly, a practice-based care team with effective leadership, communication and task delegation is essential.  Thirdly, a disciplined, pro-active, systematic approach to wellness promotion, disease prevention and care coordination is another essential component of the MH. Done well, PATIENTS experience a well-run and efficient office and the PRACTICE is financially viable with a satisfied staff, i.e. the practice works efficiently for both staff and patients.







Business & Clinical  


Process Automation 


Family Medicine Foundation 


Connectivity &  


Communication 


Evidence-Based 


Medicine Support 


Clinical Data Analysis 


& Representation 


• Intra-office team 
  coordination 
• Results, referrals and 
  procedures tracking 
• Schedule and resource 
  management 


• All patient, all condition 
  registry 
• Quality measurement 
  collection and analysis 
• Reporting to third 
  parties 


• E-prescribing 
• Clinical messaging with 
  patients 
• Health information 
  exchange 


 
• Evidence-based 
  template for 
  documentation 
• Access to online 
  medical information 
•Clinical decision support 


 
 


Practice 
Organization 


Quality 
Measures 


Patient  
Experience 


Health IT 
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Technology is the great enabler, the engine that propels many functions critical to an effective medical home. Technology facilitates a variety of essential information-driven functions in a MH: business and clinical processes (e.g. intra-office electronic messaging, clinical results and test tracking); connectivity and patient communication (e.g. e-prescribing, patient portals, and clinical messaging with patients); evidence-based medicine support (e.g. point of care clinical decision support and clinical reminders); population management (e.g. patient registries); and, a fully implemented MH a full-function electronic health record system serves as the practice’s central nervous system. With appropriate utilization of HIT,  PATIENTS know that their care team has the information they need to make the best medical decisions and to guide their care, i.e., information is managed effectively.







 


Physicians 


 


 


Community 


 


Family Medicine Foundation 


 


Office Staff 


 


 


Patients 


 


Health IT  


Great 
Outcomes 


Practice 
Organization 


Quality 
Measures 


Patient  
Experience 


   Health IT  
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We started with a goal of creating a model of care that provides “a continuous relationship with a personal physician coordinating care for both wellness and illness”.The PCMH/Family Medicine model is designed to deliver on this goal and to produce great outcomes for patients, office staff, and physicians and for the improved health of the community, i.e. increased satisfaction for ALL stakeholders. 







Patient-centered | Physician-directed 


The Patient Centered Medical Home 


 
The Family Medicine Model 


Family Medicine Foundation 


         


Health IT 


    Patient 
 Experience 


Health IT 


Great 
Outcomes 


Practice 
Organization 


Quality 
Measures 


  Heath IT 


   Patient 
Experience 
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15 patients in the morning and afternoon - 30 for the day. Nurses check in, docs do most of work, 5 phone calls.New model1 hour for e-visits - 10 patients - minor acute illnesses, scheduled follow-ups2 hours for patients - 4 patients, nurses check-in, enter initial data, end do education - you review info with pt, examine, discuss management plans1 hour for phone calls and e-visits - 10 patients.10/ 6/ 850 people that day - 







And Is It Working? 


Diabetes   -  Reduced CV Risk 


CHF  - 35% Fewer Hospital Days 


Asthma and Depression – Better Care 
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Study of 4000 patients managed according to PCMH principles







And Is It Working? 
Fewer hospital admissions 


Fewer ED Visits 


ROI = 2.5 


Medical Inflation Cut in Half 







And Is It Working? 


$10.2 million dollar investment 


$244 Million 
dollars in savings 







Payment Reform 
 Well Point – paying for e-visits 


 Anthem – providing care coordinator, paying for 
quality 


 CMMS – increasing payments for primary care 


 
 Fee For Service 


 Capitation 
 Quality 
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Changing Systems Curriculum 
 


Step 1: Statement of Aim  


The Statement of Aim specifically indicates the goal of the quality improvement initiative. 


 What is the specific Aim of the improvement project? 
 What specifically is trying to be accomplished?  


 


Characteristics of an Aim: 


1. Specific  
2. Measurable  
3. Addresses health care problem 


Example of a Statement of Aim: 
 
To have 75% of patients with diabetes mellitus have a HgbA1C value <7.0 in one year. 


This statement is a well-written Aim. Why? 
 
The Aim is measurable and addresses the health care problem. 


 


 


Are the following examples of Aim Statements "good" or "bad"? Why? 


 
 
1. Aim: To Improve the health of patients with diabetes mellitus 


 
2. Aim: Reduce length of stay for stroke patients to 5 days or less. 


 
3. Aim: Admit most of the elective patients on the day of surgery. 


 


4. Aim: Lower LDL levels to <100 in patients who have experienced a myocardial infarction.  


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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Data-Based Concepts: Benchmarking 


Benchmarking allows you to determine whether the health care services you are providing are 
meeting a standard of care found in other providers. Benchmarks may include the following examples:  


Service Benchmark 


Childhood immunizations 90% 


Diabetes mellitus: HgbA1C level during past 3-6 months 75% 


Waiting time to see the physician 15 min. 


In addition, benchmarks can be goals set as a standard by an organization. The American College of 
Sports Medicine has set an exercise benchmark: Accumulate at least 30 minutes of moderate exercise 
on most days of the week. 


 


 


Need data collection form – simple!  Can just be a tick sheet! 


 


Study flow, limiting factors, etc. 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method 


What is it? 


The FOCUS-PDSA Method is a technique commonly used for Quality Improvement initiatives.  


Why is it used? 


This method can be used to successfully complete the following tasks: 
 
•Change how a service is provided based upon data in a common sense approach. 
 
•Measure the impact of these changes. 


 


This method is divided into two parts: 


Sequence - This is the FOCUS phase. During this phase the team determines the 
sequence for the planned improvement. 


Cycle - This is the PDSA phase. During this phase the team continually cycles through a 
process of implementataion and review.  


 


 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method 


F – Find Opportunity for Improvement.  


Projects with the potential for greatest impact should be selected. Criteria for prioritizing Quality 
Improvement initiatives may include any of the following:  


 
Issue: Example:  


 
•High volume services Heart failure admissions to the hospital 


•High risk services Evaluation of chest pain in the emergency room 


•Problem prone services Medication orders 


•New technology Computerized medical records 


•Customer needs Parking, parking, and more parking 


•Monitored data Health maintenance services provided 


 


 


Additional Examples 


 
1. Patients with Hypertension 


In review of patient records, individuals with 
the diagnosis of hypertension have an average 
blood pressure (most recent measurement) of 
160/99. 
 
AIM: The average blood pressure for patients 
diagnosed with hypertension presenting to our 
clinic will be less than 140/90.  


 


 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method 


O – Organize a Team.  


Teams are organized to address issues that 
cannot be resolved by individuals acting 
alone. As such, effective teams consist of 
people who possess the following 
characteristics:  


 Daily working experience with the 
process being addressed. 


 Extensive knowledge about the 
process.  


As a result of having these characteristics, 
the team is in the best position to improve 
the situation.  


Remember: Important processes involve more than one department or discipline in order to 
provide a service. Teams need to be composed of members with diverse skills and 
accomplishments focused on one goal (improvement of the service) to be successful.  


Example:  


To address the issue of elevated blood pressures in individuals with hypertension, a team composed of 
several physicians, nurses, and clinical pharmacists was created.  


The roles and relationships between team members is an important determinant of team success. As 
such, individuals working on a team are frequently asked to serve one of two roles:  


 Leader: The person who is most knowledgeable about the process and goals and accepts 
overall responsibility for team success. 


 Team members: Individuals who accept the responsibility of supporting the leader, actively 
participating in group activities, and remain committed to the successful completion of the 
aim.  


 FOCUS and PDSA Method 
 C – Clarify Processes and Problems.  
 To provide consistent information to team members, the 


current process should be specifically delineated.  
 
A Flow Chart is a tool that effectively delineates the 
steps of a current process.  


  
Example: To clarify the treatment of individuals with 
hypertension, the process of routine care in the clinic is 
reviewed by utilizing a flow chart. 


 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method 


U – Understand the Process and Root Causes of the Problem.  


As you track data over time, you can begin to understand the common cause variation as it occurs 
over time (i.e., if you keep doing what you have done, you will continue to get the same results).  


 


Examples 


 
 


1. Patients with Hypertension 


The average blood pressure for patients diagnosed with hypertension is 160/99. This level has been 
stable for the past several years. Based upon a chart review, patients appear to present for routine 
blood pressure evaluation, elevated readings are recorded, and no medication changes are made or 
other therapies introduced. 


 


 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method 


P – Plan the Improvements. 


 State the objective of the improvement. 


 Plan how the improvements will be implemented and how they will be studied. 


 Develop a plan to test the change. 


 Identify the individual who will be responsible for implementing each change of the study.  


 


Examples 


 
1. Patients with Hypertension 
 
Physicians will be provided individual information regarding their patients with the diagnosis of 
hypertension. The last three recorded blood pressures, individual and average, will be provided on a 
quarterly basis. In addition, medication suggestions will be provided for patients with average blood 
pressure >140/90. 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method 


D – Do/Implement the Plan. 


 What are we learning as we progress with the study? 


 Is the data being collected? 


 Are the problems and observations being documented? 


How is the improvement initiative going? 
 


 
 


 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method 


S - Study the Results 


 


Examples 


 
1. Patients with Hypertension 


Based upon recent information, the average blood pressure for individuals with the diagnosis of hypertension remains 
>140/90. In review by specific providers, the physicians who have experience with Quality Improvement have markedly 
improved blood pressure levels in their patients. Those physicians who have demonstrated little or no improvement have no 
experience in Quality improvement. 


 


 


Figure A.        Figure B. 


Patients whose physician does not     Patients whose physician does 


practice quality improvement.     practice quality improvement. 


 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method 


A – Act on the Findings. 


Based upon your findings, another PDSA cycle may be initiated to further improve the process. 
Remember, these are cycles of trial-and-learning. Despite not making a significant improvement in a 
process or system, the implementation and subsequent result of an intervention will provide you 


valuable information for subsequent changes. 


 


Examples 


 


1. Patients with Hypertension 


The physicians whose patients with hypertension have an average blood pressure <140/90 will receive a financial bonus at the 
end of the year. Those physicians whose patients with hypertension have an average blood pressure >140/90 will be asked to 
complete the online instructional module on Quality Improvement and recommend an additional Plan for Improvement (see 
Figures A and B below). 


 


 


 


 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method: Examples 


For your review, we have included the following examples of successful Quality Improvement 
initiatives following the FOCUS-PDSA Method:  


Example 1:  


F  Find Opportunity for Improvement: Patients with the diagnosis of hypertension should 
have the most recent blood pressure measurement of <140/90.  


O  Organize a Team: Physician, pharmacologist, nurse, receptionist.  


C  Clarify Processes and Problems: Using a flowchart, you outline the current process of 
routine blood pressure follow-up for patients with hypertension.  


U  Understand the Process and Root Causes: Based upon review, no interventions occurred 
despite repeated blood pressures >140/90.  


S  


  


Select an Improvement: Optimization of antihypertensive medications.  


   


P  Plan: Monthly, a chart review will be conducted by the pharmacologist. Recommendations 
for specific antihypertensive medications will be provided to the physician on specific 
patients by the pharmacologist.  


D  Do: The monthly consults are provided.  


S  Study: After three months, you note that 75% of patients with hypertension have a recent 
blood pressure measurement of <140/90.  


A  Act: The chart review is incorporated into the daily activities of the practice. Of note, only 
60% of the patients with the diagnosis of hypertension have been seen during the past 6 
months.  


 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method: Examples 


Here is another example following the FOCUS-PDSA Method:  


Example 2:  


F  Weight loss such that your BMI is 19-25 (or a weight < 195 lbs).  


O  You, your significant other, and your dog.  


C  A flow chart of daily activities indicates large meals towards the end of the day and very 
infrequent physical activity.  


U  Based upon the measurement of a pedometer, you walk, on average, two miles per day.  


S  


  


Increase your level of physical activity.  


   


P  On an every other day basis, you will walk your dog (a very energetic pointer) three (3) 
miles before work in the morning in order to burn an additional 1,500 calories per week.  


D  You are able to walk on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, and Sunday.  


S  You construct a control chart and demonstrate a significant increase in miles walked per 
week.  


A  In an updated control chart of your weight, you note a weight loss trend. To increase the 
weight loss, you begin to review your dietary habits. As such, you find an area for 
improvement and begin the FOCUS PDSA cycle again.  


 
 


 


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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FOCUS and PDSA Method: Examples 


Example 3:  


F  Physicians and nursed frequently note that they leave the office late (well after the last 
appointment time of 4:40 pm and the standard 5:00 pm closing time). This problem causes 
nurses to work late and increases practice expenses in overtime wages paid.  


O  Physician, nurse, receptionist.  


C  Your team develops a flow chart demonstrating the current process of patient registration 
(check-in), visit with physician, and check-out.  


U  Using a time study, you note that, on average, the last patient of the day checks-out at 
5:30 pm. In addition, you note many over-booked patients, patients arrive late, inconsistent 
amount of time spent with each patient, etc.  


S  


  


The last patient of the day will check-out before 5:00 pm.  


   


P  Instead of forcing patients into 15 minute time slots, you determine the average time the 
physician spends with a patient. Working collectively, the physician, nurse and receptionist 
have determined that the average patient spends 10 minutes with the physician. In 
addition, six patients call in wanting to be seen that day.  


D  The schedule is revised to include 10-minute appointments, no overbooking, and 6 
appointments left available for the same day patients.  


S  After the revision of the schedule, a time study indicates that the last patient checks-out at 
5:10 pm.  


A  An improvement has been made, though the goal not completely reached. To reach the 
goal, another improvement plan is developed.  


Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
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Adapted from: Medical University of South Carolina, QI online modules 
 


 


FOCUS and PDSA Method: Practice Exercise 


 


 


Now split into teams and discuss your QI project that you would like to study.  


Use the FOCUS technique to define your project. 


Use the PDSA cycle to determine your intervention. 


 


F  
 
 
 
 


O  
 
 
 
 


C  
 
 
 
 


U  
  
 
 
 


S  
 
 
 
 


  
Using the information above, briefly describe a Plan and Do portion of the PDSA cycle that would 
address a root cause stated above.  
   


P  
 
 
 
 


D  
 
 
 
 


S  
 
 
 
 


A  
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Introduction to Practice Management: 
 


Who are these people and what do they do? 
 


And what does this mean for me? 
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Goals 
 


1. Get to know the support staff and their roles in the office 
2. Gain an understanding of patient flow through the clinic 
3. Get to know the nursing staff and their roles in the office 


 
Objectives 
 
1. Support staff 


a. Learn the names of all of the support staff in the office 
b. Describe the function of each of the support staff in the office 
c. Identify one common problem that each of the different staff roles in the office 


(front desk, consult scheduling, insurance authorization, etc.) confront 
d. Describe one situation that an office staff person handled well 
e. Relate one of the problems identified in “c” to your practice – how would this 


affect you or your patients? 
f. Identify Trena Berg 


 
2. Patient flow 


a. Describe the flow of patient through the clinic, from registration to check-out. 
 
3. Nursing staff 


a. Learn the names of all of the nurses 
b. Describe the functions performed by the nursing staff 
c. Identify common problems (both clinical and process) faced by the team phone 


nurses  
d. Relate one of the problems identified in “c” to your practice – how would this 


affect you or your patients? 
 
Reading 
 


1. Keys to a Positive First Impression 
2. Effective Work Relationships: A Vital Ingredient in Your Practice 
3. Five Ways to Retain Good Staff 
4. Ideas for Optimizing Your Nursing Staff 
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Assignments 
 


1. Read all the readings 
2. Talk to one of the attending faculty or nurse practitioners about what works well 


in the PCC practice and what doesn’t work well. 
3. Come to one PCMH Steering Committee on a Friday at lunch time. 
4. Spend one-half day with the support staff. Be prepared to discuss the following 


with Dr. Gazewood at the end of the rotation: 
a. Learn their names and what they do 
b. Identify something they did well, and describe it 
c. Describe a common problem one of the office staff encounters 
d. Describe how this problem might affect you or your patients 


5. Spend one-half day with the nursing staff. Be prepared to discuss the following 
with Dr. Gazewood o at the end of the rotation: 


a. Learn their names and what they do 
b. Identify something they did well, and describe it 
c. Describe what the team phone nurses do 
d. Describe a common process problem the team phone nurses face. 
e. Describe how this problem might affect you or your patients. 


 
 








Morbidity and Mortality 
Conference 


Resident Names 
Department of Family Medicine 
University of Virginia 
Date 







Case: 
Brief Admission HPI 


 







Case: 


 PMH 
 PSH 
 FH 
 SH 
 Medications 
 Allergies 







Case: 


 Physical exam 
 Vitals 
   
   
   
   
    


 







Timeline of Events 
Date/Time Clinical Status/ change in status 







Adverse events/outcomes 
triggering case presentation  


Case Yes No 
Unexpected death  
Medical or surgical complication 
Delay in care 
Delay in Diagnosis 
Prolonged medical care in setting of poor prognosis 
Other 







Review of Pertinent 
Literature: 
 Title: 
 Level of Evidence: 
 Type of Study: 







Factors contributing to adverse outcome 


Factor Y N 
Communication: e.g., inadequate handoffs; incomplete clinical information 


Coordination of care: e.g., involving multiple services and/or care sites 


Volume of activity/workload: e.g., increased clinical volume and /or perception 
of workload 


Escalation of care: e.g., delay or failure to involve more senior physician or 
nurse 


Recognition of change in clinical status: e.g., delay or failure to recognize 
changing clinical signs +/or symptoms 


 
Other factors: 







Root Cause Analysis 
Fishbone Diagram 


People Equipment Procedure 


Environment Policy Other 


Adverse 
Outcome 


Causes: Causes: Causes: 


Causes: Causes: Causes: 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 







Root Cause Analysis 
Fishbone Diagram 


People Equipment Procedure 


Environment Policy Other 


Outcome 


Solutions: Solutions: Solutions: 


Solutions: Solutions: Solutions: 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 


______________
______________ 







Comments & 
Discussion 
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First Break all the Rules 
Notes 


By Marcus Buckingham & Curt Coffman 
 
To develop profitable business, you must attract, focus, and keep talented employees. What is important in the 
workplace are the employees, building relationships, arid customer and employee satisfaction. To 
measure the strength of the workplace, ask the following questions. If you can create an 
environment where employees answer positively to all twelve questions, then you will have built 
a great place to work. 
 


1. Do I know what is expected of me at work? 
2. Do I have the materials and equipment I need to do my work right? 
3. At work, do I have the opportunity to do what I do best every day? 
4. In the last seven days, have I received recognition or praise for doing good work? 
5. Does my supervisor, or someone at work, seem to care about me as a person? 
6. Is there someone at work who encourages my development? 
7. At work, do my opinions seem to count? 
8. Does the mission/purpose of my company make me feel my job is important? 
9. Are my co-workers committed to doing quality work? 
10. Do I have a best friend at work? 
11. In the last six months, has someone at work talked to me about my progress? 
12. This last year, have I had opportunities at work to learn and grow? 


 
Gallup asked these questions to over 105,000 employees across 2500 business units and 24 
companies. Those employees who responded more positively to the twelve questions also 
worked in business units with higher levels of productivity, profit, ~tètenti on, ~and customer 
~atis5action~~ 
 
Employees rated questions differently based upon the unit they worked for rather than the 
company. This shows that the opinions of the employees are formed by the immediate manager 
and not the policies or procedures of the overall company. The manager, not the pay, benefits, 
perks or a charismatic corporate leader—was the critical player in building a strong workplace. 
 
The five questions linked to employee retention are 1,2, 3, 5, & 7. People leave managers, not 
companies. If you have a problem with turnover, first look to your manager. 
 
The most powerful questions are those with a combination of the strongest links to the most 
business outcomes. These questions are: 1, 2,3,4,5, 6. 
 
Stores scoring in the top 25~ on the employee opinion survey were on average, 4.56% over their 
sales budget for the year, while those scoring in the bottom 25% were .84% below budget. This 
translates to a difference of $104 million of sales per year between the two groups. 
Profit loss comparisons showed that the top 25% of stores on the survey ended the year almost 14% over their 
profit budget. Those stores in the bottom group missed their profit goals by a full 30%. 
 
In terms of turnover, each store in the top group retained on average, twelve more employees per 
year than stores in the bottom group. This means that the top 25% scoring stores retained one 
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thousand more employees per year than the bottom group. The estimated wage of employee was 
$18000, and the cost of finding hiring and training each new employee is 1.5 times his salary, 
then the total cost to the company for the different levels of retention between the two groups is 
$27,000,000. 
 
The questions address the needs of the employee and build in an order that makes sense given 
these needs. The first two questions address the basic needs of “what do I get? The next four 
questions (3—6) address the next needs which are “what do I give?” Questions seven through 
ten address the needs of belonging and address the question, “do I belong here?” Then the final 
stage are questions 11 & 12, addressing How can we all grow?” It is very important to make 
sure the first questions are addressed before moving on to the next questions. 
 
The core of a strong workplace exists in the first six questions. Attempt to get 5’s (on a scale of 
1—5) on all of these questions. You have to be able to set consistent expectations yet treat each 
person differently. You have to be able to make each person feel as though he is in a role that 
uses his or her talents while still challenging him or her to grow. You have to care about each 
person and praise each person, and if necessary terminate a person you have cared for. 
 
Gallup interviewed over eighty thousand managers to find out what great managers have in 
common. They didn’t find much, but what they did have in common was that they attempt to 
help the employees become more and more of who s/he already is. In turbulent times, managers 
are more important than ever. This is because the role of the manager is to help the employee 
transfer their unique talents into performance. In order to do this, managers play a “catalyst” role. 
The first six questions provide the detail for the catalyst role. In order to achieve high scores on 
these questions, the manager must be able to do 4 things very well: select a person, set 
expectations, motivate the person, and develop the person. These are the four core activities of a 
“catalyst.” 
 
The manager must have a say in the hiring of the employees to develop strong bonds so they are 
invested in their current success and future growth. Great managers look inward. They look 
inside the company, into each individual, into the differences in style, goals, needs, and 
motivation of each person. All of these things guide the manager in helping the employee to 
release his or her unique talents into performance. 
 
Great leaders, by contrast, look outward. They look at the competition, the future, alternative 
routes forward. They focus on broad patterns, finding connections, cracks, arid press their 
advantage where the resistance is weakest. They must be visionaries, strategic thinkers, 
activators. This doesn’t have a lot to do with turning one individual’s talents into performance. 
The core activities of a manager are different 
than those of a leader. Every manager will and should manage differently. The company should 
keep managers focused on the four core activities of the catalyst role. 
 
Applying the insight that people don’t change that much to the core activities, we arrive at the 
following: 


• When selecting someone, select for talent (not simply experience, intelligence or 
determination). 
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• When setting expectations, they define the right outcomes not the right steps. 
• When motivating people, they focus on strengths not on weaknesses 
• When developing someone, they help him find the right fit not simply the nest rung on 


the ladder. 
 
Talent is “a recurring pattern of thought, feeling or behavior that can be productively applied.” 
Talents are behaviors you do often. The key to excellent performance is finding the match 
between your talents and your role. Experience, intelligence and determination are important, 
but talent is most important. Skills and knowledge can be taught whereas talent cannot. For 
example, a love of precision (necessary for accounting) is a talent, not a skill. 
 
There are three kinds of talent. Striving, thinking and relating. Striving explains the why of a 
person—why they are motivated to do what they do (e.g., the desire to stand out, competitiveness, 
altruistic, the desire to be liked). Thinking talent explains the how of a person—how they think, how 
they weigh alternatives, how they arrive at decisions (e.g., focused, leave options open, disciplined, structured, love 
surprises, linear, practical, strategic, playing “what jfJI games). Relating talents explain the who of a person—
whom s/he trusts, whom s/he confronts, whom s/he builds relationships with, & whom s/he 
ignores (e.g., will s/he win over strangers, or is s/he only at ease with close friends; s/he believes 
trust must be earned or s/he initially trusts everyone; confrontation is easy or avoided). 
 
You have to pay attention to the subtle but significant differences between roles. Good managers 
believe that some people are wired to excel at a particular role and derive enduring satisfaction 
from doing it well. It is important to make every role be publidy revered and a genuine career 
choice. 
 
As a manager you need to know exactly which talents you want. Go beyond the job description 
and think of the company values and the way it works; think about yourself as a manger arid 
how you manage; think about the people and the others with whom this person will work. Think 
of one critical talent in each category (striving, thinking, arid relating). Study your best in the 
role. 
 
Once you have the right talent, you need to focus people toward performance. Define the right 
outcomes. Let the person find his or her own way to accomplish these outcomes, and help them 
to do this. Defining outcomes creates the tension to accomplish those outcomes. This nurtures 
self-awareness and self-reliance. Any attempt to impose one best way is doomed to fail. 
Because each person is different and does things in different ways it is inefficient and 
demeaning. When you make a 
rule you take away a chance for choice and choice is the fuel for learning (particularly if you hire 
for talent). 
 
Guidelines managers use (which can help to figure out outcomes): What is right for the 
customers? What is right for the company? What is right for the individual? Focus on strengths 
and manage weaknesses of employees; carve out a unique set of expectations that will stretch 
and focus each individual; highlight and perfect each person’s unique style; figure out how you 
the manager can run interference for each employee so they can use talents even more freely. 
Remember you are center stage; pay attention to the productive behaviors of superstars 
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(reinforce them). Create heroes in every role (when excellence is performed). Find ways to 
reward and promote, even if the system doesn’t call for it. 
 
Confront problems in performance quickly and honestly, and find a support system for change 
(complementary partner or alternative role). Great managers excel at giving performance 
feedback (review performance, examine how the person can use her talents to be productive, do 
this in private, and regularly). 
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How to be an Upper Level Resident 
Peter Ham 
February 2013 
 
Introduction  
 
Being an upper level resident is often challenging. As an intern, you are likely anxious about it.  You 
already have an idea what to do because you’ve watched your senior residents.  Knowing and doing 
are two different things, however.  This session is a chance to explore ways to be a great senior 
resident. 
 
As a Family Medicine (FM) resident, you serve as a senior resident on FM inpatient service (including 
obstetrics), Pediatric ER and Cardiology services.  You run an inpatient team and supervise an intern 
and a medical student.  Family Medicine residents perform the same duties as internal medicine 
residents on cardiology.  In the midst of a sub-specialty dominated hospital, are you intimidated by 
inpatient medicine? 
 
In truth, FM residents have not had as much experience as internal medicine, pediatric, obstetric, and 
ER residents in many areas of inpatient medicine.  The expectation that the senior resident will teach 
also adds anxiety.  Starting on the wards, residents seem to have different ways of coping with their 
insecurity.  Thankfully, most respond with honest assessments of where their knowledge ends and 
begins.  However, some respond with machismo, extreme timidity, arrogance, or avoidance.  This 
creates problems for patients, interns and medical students attached to a dysfunctional team.  Even 
highly functional teams have trouble with setting expectations, teaching, giving feedback, and getting 
work done efficiently. 
 
Anecdotal stories are easier to find than evaluations supporting a problem trend.  A review of medical 
student of faculty evaluations of FM senior residents for two years showed that over 75% of the time 
medical students do not evaluate their senior resident.  When they do, Family Medicine residents 
receive fairly good marks (7 out of 9 points) for overall teaching.  Attending faculty grade our 
residents on average a grade 6 of 9 possible points for teaching, but write NA or “did not observe” 
50% of the time. Yet a few comments (“Didn’t make any attempt to teach … “resented my 
presence…”) and low scores (2 out of 9 for overall teaching) stand out (see Table 1 below).  How can 
we help these residents do better?   
 
What would it take to achieve a reputation as a great teacher?  Many think of teaching as the 
hierarchical transfer of medical knowledge from a knowledgeable senior to a less experienced 
subordinate.  If you think you have to be an all-knowing expert, and if worried about your own 
knowledge, you may be somewhat alarmed at the idea of supervising students and interns.  However, 
another way to think of a teacher is as a facilitator of the process of learning for another person. 
Maybe you don’t have to know everything. 
 
I believe you can teach and manage a team well if you do 4 things: 
 


1. Negotiate expectations for what everyone is supposed to do. 
2. Keep the medical student involved in ways that they learn. 
3. Give feedback in a constructive way. 
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4. Create an environment where everyone is learning and teaching all the time. 
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Table 1. Medical Student Evaluations of Family Medicine Resident 
      Average score  Range 


Tried to teach me    7/9   (4 – 9) 
Asked my thoughts on patients  7/9   (3 - 9) 
Gave positive feedback    7/9   (5 - 9) 
Gave negative feedback   5/9   (3 - 7) 
Overall Teaching    7/9  (2 - 9) 
 
Positive Comments:   “Helped me with my presentations…”, “got me involved…”, “gave me articles…” 
Negative Comments:   “Resented my presence…”, “Didn’t make any attempt to teach…” 


 
The goals of this session (Feb 1) are… 


1. Reduce excessive anxiety about managing an inpatient medicine team. 
2. Identify learning needs you have about medical knowledge or procedures. 
3. Improve the way you interact with medical students 


a. Set expectations 
b. Include the medical student 
c. Give Feedback 


4. Change your perception that ward teaching is the transfer of medical knowledge from a 
knowledgeable person to a subordinate learner to the idea that teaching is facilitation of self 
directed learning. 


 
The next session (Feb 13) will cover “teaching on the fly”.  The goal for that session is to practice 
short one-on-one teaching that can be done during the course of a hectic day.  We will discuss how to 
incorporate this teaching style into your inpatient team. 
 
Each of you has been a medical student and intern on both well-run and poorly run services.  Your 
collective experiences may be the most useful resource in developing successful strategies.  Rather 
than give you a template for running a team, this course simply generates discussion around your areas 
of anxiety.  Each of you will develop your own strategies to successfully meet the challenges of these 
rotations.  This course uses a pre-course survey (sent by e-mail) to identify areas of anxiety and 
structured discussion sessions to raise issues of concern. 
 
This course uses two pre-session surveys to guide the discussions as described below. 
 


1. Pre course survey (see Attachment #1) 
 
This survey measures interns’ feeling of preparedness for managing a Cardiology/FM team in general, 
taking care of typical patients, performing typical procedures, overseeing an intern, and mentoring a 
medical student.  Pre and post scores will be used to assess the effectiveness of the course. The 
information is also useful to assign more or less time to general areas of concern. 
 


2. Areas of concern for interns prior to being an upper level (Attachment #2). 
 
This questionnaire asks interns to list medical topics, procedures, or specific concerns about having a 
medical student or intern on their inpatient team.  Responses will be collected prior to the course and 
used to develop discussion sessions, scenarios, and role-plays.  This information is also useful in 
allocating time to various discussion topics. 
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Schedule for Feb 1, 2012: 8:00-10:00 “How to be an Upper Level Resident” 
 
RUNNING A TEAM 
 
8:00 AM  Introduction  
 
 The pre-course survey indicated that you are anxious about becoming a senior residents. The 
responses suggested you felt “somewhat prepared” to manage the patients but “not at all prepared” to 
oversee the students and interns.  Mentioning procedures caused a noticeable handwriting tremor. 
Responses ranged from “Dreading” to “Very much” looking forward to being an upper level. 
 
Your concerns about teaching the student included 6 main themes: 


1. Your knowledge (teach something wrong; they will think I’m incompetent  
2. Your inexperience 


a. Procedures 
b. Physical exam skills 
c. Answering their questions? 
d. Keeping things interesting 
e. Will I know the answers to the students’ questions 


3. Time -> How to juggle everything 
4. How to teach 


a. Not wanting to be perceived as pimping 
b. Not wanting to lecture too much 
c. Teaching at their level 
d. Student has a different learning style 


5. Including them 
a. in the team (they don’t have enough to do) 
b. in patient care (What responsibilities can I give them? Trust) 


6. Giving them negative feedback (suggest improvement) 
 
 
Your concerns about working with intern 


1. How to get things done ? (complicated systems and informatics) 
2. Time management (teaching when it is busy) 
3. The intern will know more than me 
4. Supervising procedures 
5. Designating roles-> What do I do?  What to they do? 
6. Knowledge: I’m supposed to make the plan, what if it’s a bad plan or wrong? 
7. Dealing with frustration  (not getting emotional?) 
8. High expectations (what if I don’t live up to their hopes?) 
9. Dealing with a stressed out intern 
10. Overwhelming intern? 
11. Intern says “not learning.” 
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Inpatient topics of concern you gave… 
 


1. V Tach/Arrythmias (#6, 52) 
2. Septic Shock (#10, 15) 
3. LVAD Complications 
4. Pneumothorax 
5. Seizures (#23) 
6. Acute Pain  
7. Angry Patients 
8. L&D (38) 
9. Renal: Glomerular/ RTA 
10. Pancreatic Dz other than pancreatitis 


(#25, 9) 
11. DTs (#17, 16) 
12. DKA 
13. GI Bleed (#16, 20) 


 
 
Procedures 


1. Chest tube 
2. Needle thoracotomy 
3. Central Line 
4. Intubation 
5. Laceration rep (perineal?) 
6. Paracentesis 
7. NG tube 
8. ABGs 
9. LP 
10. Thoracentesis 
11. Arterial Line 
12. Operative Vaginal Delivery 


 
 
 
So help me understand what you are anxious about being a senior resident.  This is a deeper, more 
thoughtful list than I’ve gotten previously.  You capture the traditional themes that residents worry 
about such as medical knowledge and time management.  But the ideas about how to include the 
student and teaching to their learning style is new.  You also mention the roles of each team member 
and giving negative feedback.  And, wow, are you worried about procedures. 
 
Anxiety can be productive; but, like the Frank Starling Curve of cardiac output (pause for groan), 
there’s a happy medium.  Excessive anxiety can reduce performance like volume overload is bad for 
hearts.  But under-anxiety can be a problem too.  So let’s use it.  Perhaps collectively sharing the 
anxiety with your peers and seeing that everyone has the same concerns will reduce it to an optimal 
level.  Or, for someone with no anxiety, sharing concerns may create a more optimal level of 
preparation. As a group you seem on the overload side of the anxiety curve. 
 
For example, realizing “I don’t know how to run a code” might lead to asking for help, reading, and 
seeking learning experiences.  Destructive paths might start with a sense of shame and deciding to 
cover up knowledge gaps or avoiding some situations (you make sure you are never the first one at a 
code). 
 
8:30 AM: Running a team: negotiating who does what 
 
1. Read Attachment 9 and discuss. (Get a sense of who participates and who is quiet for next 


discussion) It’s your 3rd day on cardiology. 
 
 
2. Read Attachment 3 and discuss how interns would establish expectations for getting work done 


and involve medical students in patient care.  Pair up and discuss (10 minutes), discuss in a 
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“fishbowl” group (10 minutes), and then with the whole group (10 minutes).  The “fishbowl” 
method has a smaller group of people talking and the rest observing to demonstrate the usefulness 
of listening and reflection.  (It’s a way to bring out quiet people.) 


 
9:00 AM: Help, I don’t know what to do? 
 
3. Read Attachment 8.  Discuss what emotions these cases raise for you.  What would be hard about 


managing these patients?  Reverse fishbowl: Whoever did not sit on the inside before does now.  
Discuss 15 minutes in fishbowl and then 15 minutes as large group. 


 
 
9:30 AM  Ummm, you’re doing great? 
 
4. “Giving Feedback” (Attachment 4).  Instructor reads the scenario.  Role play or Fishbowl method.  


What you would say to the intern in the scenario?  Discuss how to give useful feedback    
 
5. Tips for giving feedback  


Ask:    How are things going for you on this rotation? 
Solicit:    Would it be okay if we talked about how you’re doing? 
Invite a self assessment:  What do you think you do well or not so well? 
Timely:     We’ve still got 3 weeks to go on service together… 
Objective:    Neutral team members are helpful     
Specific:     Let the facts speak for themselves  
Positive:    Remember to say good things if true 
Negotiate:    What you will do/what they will do differently?  
Help:     Is an outside intervention needed? 
Follow up:   Set a time to check in again. 
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6. Discuss Attachments 6 and 7 
 


Compare the list of topics you are worried about with these lists.  If they are similar then these are 
high yield topics.  Prioritize your worrying.  Complications of LVAD devices may not be 
something expected for a FM resident to know much about.  And, all of these topics are the reason 
you are here in the first place.  If you knew everything, we could just graduate you. 
 


7. Homework Assignment:  Review topics and procedures of concern that interns identified in the 
pre-course survey “Areas of Concern for Interns Prior to Being an Upper Level.”  Also present the 
list of 100 top reasons for community hospital admissions and top 100 reasons for admission to a 
medicine floor at UVA (Attachments 6 and 7).  Ask each intern to prepare one 10 minute “chalk 
talk” on a topic or procedure at a level appropriate for a 3rd year medical student.  Quick learning 
points are appropriate rather than broad reviews (e.g., DKA is too broad: insulin regimens for 
DKA).  No power point slides, please.  Preparation time should not exceed 1 hour (ideally 20 
minutes).  For procedures, use a procedure book or handout or bring equipment used for the 
procedure). 


 
SESSION # 2 (Friday Feb 13th 3:00 – 5:00) 
 
3:00 PM 
 
Divide into groups of 2 and have each intern give their prepared “chalk talk” on the topic they chose 
for homework to the other intern.  (10 minutes for two talks = 20 minutes).  Then the interns will trade 
talks and rotate to teach the material they just learned to another intern and vice versa (20 minutes).  
Discuss how long it took to prepare, where did residents get the information, and what teaching 
techniques worked best. (1 hour) 
 


1st 20 minutes     2nd 20 minutes 
Intern  Talk↔ Intern Talk   Intern Talk↔ Intern Talk 
1 A E 5   1 E D 8 
2 B F 6   2 F C 7 
3 C G 7   3 G B 6 
4 D H 8   4 H A 5 


 
 4:00 PM 
 
8. Summary for the teaching session. You just had a teaching experience, not a lecture on the theory 


of teaching.  Are you more motivated to do more, refine it, reflect on it, read about it?  You just 
learned something about teaching and I didn’t have to say a word.  It was efficient use of my time 
and more fun.  The point is, you learned and I only facilitated.  I didn’t have to be the world’s 
expert about hyponatremia and atrial fibrillation (phew). So get your teams teaching themselves.  
You may need to prime the pump by giving a talk or two, and then turn your students and interns 
loose.  For the exercise above, compare my role as “instructor” to your concerns from the pre 
course survey.  You were mainly concerned about knowing enough.  First of all, you know more 
than you think you do; secondly, getting others to prepare little talks removes your need to know 
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everything.  It doesn’t take much time if everyone does a 10 minute talk once or twice a week.  
When students prepare talks, you find out quickly what level of knowledge they have and how 
they think and learn; and, a student who is teaching feels important and engaged with the team. 


 
It is still important to be “the teacher” some of the time. Three benefits of sitting down with your 
student and giving your chalk talk are 1) they learn something 2) you send them a message that 
they matter 3) you learn something.  (You probably learned more by preparing than you would 
have by hearing someone else give the talk.)  So re-use your talk or steal one of the talks you 
heard; you now have a bunch of talks you can give. 


 
 
9. 4:30 AM Teaching on the fly 
 
How do you learn best?  You just did an exercise where a knowledgeable person transferred 
knowledge to a less knowledgeable person.  Was it effective?  Do you now want to go read more?  
Find a patient with that problem?  How do you get motivated to learn something?   
 
People will answer the above questions differently.  How do you manage your team so people with 
different styles learn? Do you push learners to learn in ways they are not used to? Role play 
attachment 9. 
 
Review the Kolb learning styles diagram below.  Let’s use the analogy of learning to ride a bike.  
Would you like to study the bike and read the manual before you get on?  People who learn best this 
way start at the “abstract & generalization” spot on the Kolb wheel shown below.  Or would you 
prefer to get on the bike and crash and get back on?  If so, you may engage in learning best by 
“concrete experience.”  Every spot on the Kolb wheel is useful, but different people will move around 
the wheel in a different order.  Recognizing this may free you from thinking all teaching is didactic.   


 
Crash.  (concrete experience) 
Q: “Maybe you have to keep a minimum speed going?”  (reflect/ask questions) 
Q: “Why do rolling wheels tend to stay up but then fall when they stop?” (abstract theory) 
Try again on a slight downhill to see if it’s easier (test) 
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In the end, everyone crashes the bike, wonders why, thinks about it, and tries again.  It’s just a 
matter of recognizing what motivates the person to start the learning process. 
 
The point is to help learners become hungry for teachable information.  My advice: Make students 
do real work (orders, histories, notes, sign out, interpret tests, make a plan …CRASH) then 
encourage them to read and bring back questions. 
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10. Summary for the Course:    


a. Manage anxiety (don’t let it manage you) 
i. Have the appropriate level of anxiety (worry about stuff you should) 


ii. Use anxiety constructively not destructively 
iii. Read about common inpatient diagnoses and procedures you don’t know 


b. Create some strategies for managing your team 
1. Set expectations for who does what on your team.  
2. Involve the medical student in real patient care. 
3. Give and accept feedback (avoid artificial harmony) 
4. Facilitate teaching on the fly (you are a facilitator not a know it all). 


c. Are you a little bit reassured that you can do this? 
d. Follow up discussion with me in Sept of second year 


 
11. Summary and feedback on this session (verbal and written).  Interns fill out Post-Course 


Evaluations and Feedback. (Attachment 5) 
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Attachment 3 


Discussion Questions for 1st Session 
 
 


1. On your first day as an upper level resident on general medicine, you sit down with your intern to discuss 
expectations.  Try to list 5 expectations for pre-rounding, rounding, writing notes, sign out, or getting work done? 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


2. What are the expectations for the medical student? 
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Attachment 4 
Discussion Questions  
 
 


1. You are the senior resident on the FM inpatient service.  Your intern has been on service with you for one week 
and is having problems.  The intern does not know overnight events on patients.  He does not look up labs prior to 
rounds and blames nurses for forgetting things that were never ordered in the first place.  He seems generally 
unprepared for rounds and sign out.  Consults and discharges are not being done early in the day.  The night float 
complains to you about too much follow up on radiology results, consult recommendations, and labs.  Patients 
lack PRN orders, increasing the number of pages and work for them on call.   
 
Your service has been busy with 16 patients in total.  Your patients don’t seem to leave the hospital partially 
because of the delay in getting consults, tests, and procedures done.  You’ve had two bounce-backs because 
patients did not go home on their usual diuretic dose and were readmitted for CHF exacerbations.  What steps can 
you take to make your team work more effectively? 
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Attachment 5 


Post Course Survey:   
 
 


1. Overall, I feel prepared to become a senior resident on the Cardiology/FM services 
 
 


Not at all prepared   Somewhat Prepared   Well Prepared 
 
 
 


2. I feel prepared to manage the patients admitted to the Cardiology/FM services. 
 
 


Not at all prepared   Somewhat Prepared   Well Prepared 
 
 


3. I feel prepared to teach medical students rotating on the Cardiology/FM services. 
 
 


Not at all prepared   Somewhat Prepared   Well Prepared 
 
 


4. I feel prepared to oversee a family medicine intern on the Cardiology/FM services. 
 
 


Not at all prepared   Somewhat Prepared   Well Prepared 
 


 
 
 


5. I feel prepared to perform procedures a resident would be expected to perform on Cardiology/FM services. 
 
 


Not at all prepared   Somewhat Prepared   Well Prepared 
 


 
 
 


6. As a senior resident, I will have the primary responsibility for teaching the medical student 
 


Disagree    Somewhat agree    Completely agree 
 
 


7. I am looking forward to being a senior resident on Family Medicine and Cardiology 
 


Dreading    Neutral    Very much 
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 Attachment 6 
Top 100 Reasons for Admission to a Community Hospital and Procedures Done 1 
(Only those diagnoses and procedures likely to be encountered on a Medicine service are included) 
 


1. Heart Disease 
2. Pneumonia    Intubation (3%) 
3. CHF Exacerbation  Intubation (2.7%)  Thoracentesis (1.8%) 
4. Myocardial Infarction 
5. Stroke    Intubation (3%)   
6. Dysrythmias   Cardioversion (7%) 
7. COPD    Intubation (3%)  ABG (1.4%) 
8. Fluid/Electrolyte disorder 
9. Biliary Disease 
10. Septicemia   Lumbar Puncture (3.2%) Central Line (3.7%) Wound Care (2.4%) 
11. Asthma    Intubation (2.5%)  ABG (1.5%) 
12. UTI    Lumbar Puncture (1.9%) 
13. Diabetes    Wound Debridement 
14. Hip Fracture 
15. Skin Infection   Wound Debridement 
16. GI Bleed 
17. Alcohol Detox   Intubation (0.4%) 
18. Small Bowel Obstruction  NG Tube (4.3%) 
19. Malignancy   Thoracentesis (7.8%) 
20. Hypertension 
21. Overdose   Lumbar Puncture (0.34%) 
22. Diverticulitis 
23. Seizure    Lumbar Puncture (6.5%) Intubation (3.5%) 
24. Respiratory Distress  Intubation (43%) 
25. Pancreatitis 
26. TIA 
27. Syncope 
28. Altered Mental Status/Dementia 
29. Gastroenteritis 
30. HIV    Lumbar Puncture (6.8%) 
31. Poisoning   Intubation (1


                                                 
1 AHCPR, Most Common Diagnoses and Procedures in U.S. Community Hospitals, 1996.  AHCPR Pub No. 99-0046. 
September 1999. 
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Attachment 7 
Top 100 Reasons for Admission to a Medicine Floor (3 
West, 3 Central, 8 West) at UVA  


Rank Diagnosis Percent 


1 PNEUMONIA ORGANISM NOS 7.9 


2 DIABETES MELLITUS 5.1 


3 OTH URINARY TRACT DISORD 3.4 


4 CHRONIC BRONCHITIS 3.2 


5 HEART FAILURE 2.9 


6 ACUTE RENAL FAILURE 2.8 


7 CELLULITIS & ABSCESS NEC 2.6 


8 FLUID/ELECTROLYTE DISORD 2.3 


9 DISEASES OF PANCREAS 2.2 


10 ASTHMA 2.2 


11 GENERAL SYMPTOMS 2.0 


12 REPLACEMENT & GRAFT COMP 2.0 


13 CHR LIVER DIS/CIRRHOSIS 1.8 


14 ACUTE PULMONARY HRT DIS 1.7 


15 SEPTICEMIA 1.7 


16 ALCOHOLIC PSYCHOSES 1.7 


17 OTHER LUNG DISEASES 1.6 


18 SOLID/LIQ PNEUMONITIS 1.4 


19 RESP SYST/OTH CHEST SX 1.3 


20 GASTROINTESTINAL HEMOR 1.1 


21 OTHER BACT PNEUMONIA 1.0 


22 POIS-ANALGESIC/ANTIPYR 0.9 


23 TRACHEA/BRONCHUS/LUNG CA 0.9 


24 OTH ABDOMEN/PELVIS SX 0.9 


25 INTEST INF D/T ORG NEC 0.8 


26 HIV DISEASE 0.8 


27 OTHER SECONDARY CA 0.8 


28 KIDNEY INFECTION 0.7 


29 OTH VENOUS THROMBOSIS 0.7 


30 DIVERTICULA OF INTESTINE 0.7 


31 INTESTINAL OBSTRUCTION 0.7 


32 POIS-PSYCHOTROPIC AGENT 0.6 


33 PLEURISY 0.6 


34 OSTEOMYELITIS 0.6 


35 SEQUELA OF CHR LIVER DIS 0.6 


36 HYPERTENSIVE RENAL DIS 0.6 


37 SECONDARY RESP/DIGEST CA 0.6 


38 SINGLE LIVEBORN 0.6 


39 SURG COMP-BODY SYST NEC 0.5 


40 ABNORMAL BLOOD FINDINGS 0.5 


41 FUNCT DIGESTIVE DIS NEC 0.5 


42 AMI 0.5 


43 DISEASES OF ESOPHAGUS 0.5 


44 GI SYSTEM SYMPTOMS 0.5 


45 PANCREAS CA 0.5 


46 CHOLELITHIASIS 0.5 


47 OTH DISORD BILIARY TRACT 0.5 


48 OTH SURGICAL COMP NEC 0.4 


49 GASTRIC ULCER 0.4 


50 CEREBRAL ARTERY OCCLUS 0.4 


51 OSTEOARTHROSIS ET AL 0.4 


52 CARDIAC DYSRHYTHMIAS 0.4 


53 000 0.4 


54 OTH BONE/CART DISORDER 0.4 


55 OTH ALVEO PNEUMONOPATHY 0.4 


56 STOMACH FUNCTION DISORD 0.4 


57 FRACTURE NECK OF FEMUR 0.4 


58 ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE SYND 0.4 


59 OTH INTESTINAL DISORDERS 0.4 


60 PITUITARY GLAND DISORD 0.4 


61 ESSENTIAL HYPERTENSION 0.3 


62 HYPOTENSION 0.3 


63 DRUG PSYCHOSES 0.3 


64 ENTEROVIRAL MENINGITIS 0.3 


65 CHRONIC ULCER OF SKIN 0.3 


66 VERT FX W/O CORD INJ 0.3 


67 CANDIDIASIS 0.3 


68 OTHER/UNSPEC BACK DISORD 0.3 


69 OTH GASTRODUODENAL DIS 0.3 


70 OTH NONINF GASTROENT 0.3 


71 CERTAIN ADVERSE EFF NEC 0.3 


72 GASTRITIS & DUODENITIS 0.3 


73 CHRONIC AIRWAY OBSTR NEC 0.3 


74 OTH CURRENT COND IN PREG 0.3 


75 METABOL DISORD NEC & NOS 0.3 


76 DUODENAL ULCER 0.3 


77 DIF CONNECTIVE TISS DIS 0.3 


78 RENAL/URETERAL CALCULUS 0.3 


79 TOX EFF NONMED SUBSTANCE 0.3 


80 POSTINFLAM PULM FIBROSIS 0.2 


81 CHR PULMONARY HEART DIS 0.2 


82 IRON DEFICIENCY ANEMIAS 0.2 


83 DISORD MINERAL METABOL 0.2 


84 PNEUMOCOCCAL PNEUMONIA 0.2 


85 ANEMIA NEC & NOS 0.2 


86 NUTRIT/METABOL/DEVEL SX 0.2 


87 FINGER & TOE CELLULITIS 0.2 


88 BRONCHIECTASIS 0.2 


89 AC/SUBAC ENDOCARDITIS 0.2 


90 VASC INSUFF INTESTINE 0.2 


91 DISORD SOFT TISS NEC 0.2 


92 OTH MAL LYMPH/HIST NEOPL 0.2 


93 VIRAL HEPATITIS 0.2 


94 CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE 0.2 


95 PNEUMONIA ORGANISM NEC 0.2 


96 HERED HEMOLYTIC ANEMIA 0.2 


97 PNEUMOTHORAX 0.2 


98 STOMACH CA 0.2 
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99 OTH CIRCULATORY DISORDER 0.2 100 SX INVOLVING HEAD/NECK 0.2 


Attachment 8 
 
 
Case 1:  You admit a patient with Wilson’s disease and cirrhosis.  The medical student knows a lot of 
biochemistry, physical exam findings, and patho-physiology about this disease.  The patient needs a 
paracentesis and your intern has done 12.  You have done none.  And all you can remember about 
Wilson’s disease is the word copper. 
 
Case 2:  You admit a patient with cellulitis and are worried about compartment syndrome.  You 
consult surgery.  The patient has poor vascular access and does not have any IV access.  The surgery 
resident scoffs “ I can’t believe that you didn’t put a central line in a patient that you were worried 
about compartment syndrome” and tells you to put one in.  You agree with the need for a central line; 
however, you have never placed a central line. 
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Attachment 9 
 
Role Play 1:  Your student tells you he would like to take the afternoon to go read.  There is a delivery 
going on and he has done his OB rotation already and knows he doesn’t want to do OB. There is a 
circumcision to do and a patient being admitted from clinic with DKA. (The intern has these covered 
and just wants to get them done –i.e. not help the student do the circ for an hour)  He says he is finding 
it hard to learn by pre-rounding, presenting, writing notes, and following the team around and 
watching everyone else put in orders.  He says he really learns best by reading.  
 
The student is actually kind of a know it all and you find having him around is annoying. 
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How to be an Upper Level Resident Part II 
 
Peter Ham 
August 2012 
 
Introduction  
 
This workshop continues last February’s session about preparing you to manage people and teach on 
your inpatient rotations. 
 
Are you finding that medicine is as much about teamwork as medical knowledge?  Have you 
experienced a highly functional team?  A dysfunctional one?  Inpatient teams are just the beginning.  
Your future depends upon being part of great teams. 
 
During your intern year, we discussed how to be a good senior resident on an Internal 
Medicine/Family Medicine team.  We explored the qualities and strategies senior residents employ to 
manage a team well.  Your collective experiences provided stories of both effective and ineffective 
leaders.  My objective then was to optimize your level of anxiety about being a senior resident.  Now, 
many of you have been the senior resident on medical teams.  How did you do?   
 
In February, I suggested that you will get high marks for team management if you see yourself as a 
facilitator rather than an expert.  Accordingly, we talked about how to…. 
 


1. Negotiate expectations for what everyone is supposed to do. 
2. Keep all team members engaged (e.g. the medical student) 
3. Give feedback in a constructive way 


 
As for teaching, we explored a similar idea of facilitating experiences instead of formally teaching; 
and, when you do “teach” … 
 


4. “Teach on the fly”  
5. Get everyone teaching (10 minute talks) 


 
When I asked you during your intern year about being a senior resident, I mostly heard about worries 
about time.  There are just to many things to juggle.  One coping mechanism you talked about was 
“running the list”.  The “list” seemed to represent several fears: knowledge base of your intern, 
knowledge base of yourself, being sure the student had some role, setting a balance between being too 
lax or being a micromanager, and being efficient.  How can you protect teaching time while meeting 
work duty hours, and doing a good job?  
 
In Feb, I wanted to reduce destructively anxious feelings and yet create some expectation that you 
needed to prepare for leading a team. Did talking about these things ahead of time help you lead?  Did 
you feel skilled at managing the team?  Have you gotten any feedback as a teacher? 
 
This session offers you a chance to discuss your progress.  As second and third year residents, you will 
have more leadership roles and more formal teaching expectations.  We will explore some principles 
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of effective teams that are simple to understand, but often hard to put into practice.  We will also 
explore more formal conference teaching techniques.  
   
 
- Peter Ham 
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Session #1:  Friday August 31, 8:00 – 10:00 AM 
 


Exercise # 1:  Appreciative Inquiry.  What has been good thus far in 2nd year? (20 minutes) 
 


Exercise # 2:  Reflect on successes/problems. (30 minutes) 
 


1) How have you performed as a teacher? 
 


a. Did your student learn something? 
 
b. Did teaching happen? 


 
2) How have you performed as a team manager? 


 
a. Did you feel like a “micromanager”?   


 
b. How did you negotiate with your intern? 


 
c. How did you do in giving feedback? 


 
d. Did you engage everyone on the team? 


 
3) What parts of your team did not function well? 


 
Break: 10 minutes 


 
Exercise # 3: Introduce Discussion of Principles of Effective Teams: why discuss principles 
instead of concrete examples? 
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Discussion: Present Lencioni: 5 dysfunctions of team below.  (30 minutes) 
 
 Dysfunctions     What it looks like when it’s not working. 


 
 
 
Gloss over goals not met 
 
Not giving feedback, venting to wrong people 
 
Wishy washy 
 
 
Artificial Harmony 
 
Infallibility: not admitting knowledge gaps 
Bullying: Shame 
 
 
 


 
What it looks like when it’s working. 
 
  


 4
Appreciate 
success, 
analyze failure 


People praise 
and criticize 
each other 
constructively 


People speak up respectfully 
about what they want  
 


Decisions are made and  
everyone accepts it 


Easy to admit mistakes 
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Examples involving inpatient teams: 
 
Absence of Trust/ Infalability.  E.g., upper level knows a lot and pretends to know everything.  To not 
know is “bad”.  Pimping is hurtful.  Upper level wants team to “shine” in front of attending.  Senior 
lets intern look bad on rounds for team decisions. 
Successful example: Attending and senior model looking up information at the point of care.  Senior 
admits to attending that they, not the intern, didn’t think of something that was important.  
 
Fear of conflict:  Conflict is taboo.  The team does not truly negotiate expectations, e.g., team does not 
discuss how many patients each member will pre-round on.  Senior pre-rounds on many patients just 
to preserve harmony.  Or, intern feels overwhelmed with more than 5 patients, but doesn’t want to 
argue so just tries his best. 
Successful example: Intern says “I can’t handle more than 5 patients.”  Senior says “But I expect you  
to learn to handle 8 patients.” 
Caution: negotiation is hard among players of different rank.  However, successful teams empower 
everyone to at least speak their needs even if they won’t get their way.  (All Toyota employees can 
stop assembly line if they feel something is wrong.) 
Discussion idea:  When should leaders be authoritative and when should they be collaborative?  What 
are the advantages of each?  Can both be integrated? 
 
Lack of Commitment:  Decisions aren’t made or team doesn’t accept decisions.  E.g., Upper level 
wants bedside rounds because teaching and patient care are better.  Intern hates bedside rounds 
because it takes longer.  Every morning the same debate occurs, sit down or walk.  No one wants to be 
“wrong” so no decision is made.  Or, decision is made, but each day the argument is re-opened. 
Successful example: Senior decides to do bedside rounds every day.  Says “I know you like sit down, 
but I decided we would all learn more by walking.” Everyone accepts the senior’s authority. 
Caution: Be sure you are listening to everyone who speaks up and deciding what is best for team.  
Transparent, rational decisions will be respected.  Power plays or false listening may reduce trust.  Say 
“I hear your need for ____; however, I’ve decided to do ____.” 
 
Avoidance of Accountability:  Confrontation is taboo.  E.g., The night float does not put an H&P on 
the chart of a patient who is admitted at 10:00 PM. At 10:00 AM intern finds no note on the chart.  
And intern says…. nothing to the night float, but talks about how mad they are with other team 
members.   
Successful example:  Intern tells night float about the missing H&P and clarifies that night float needs 
to put H&P on chart when patient gets to floor. 
Caution: Remember rules of feedback- be specific, be timely, avoid making it personal (let the 
problem be the problem), and say positive things also if you can.  Remember how disheartening it is to 
do 99 things right but only hear about the 1 thing you missed. Venting is not the same thing as holding 
others accountable.  THIS IS WHERE YOU FIND OUT IF THE TRUST LEVEL IS REAL. 
 
This is a hard one to discuss.  Perhaps the team broke down on another level- the night float couldn’t 
admit they were overwhelmed (absence of trust), the night float and team did not negotiate who puts 
the H&P on the chart because that conversation would seem bossy (fear of conflict).  Or, the team 
never really decided on whose job it is… “just try to get H&P’s on the chart when you can, if you’re 
not busy…” (lack of commitment).  
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For this to work, everyone needs to be accountable and empowered to hold others accountable.  One 
could tell the attending and expect her to talk to the night float about the problem.  This is inefficient 
and creates “policies” where 1 conversation could have done the job.  Beware of a tempting, non 
productive side step…  See a problem and expect the “system” (chiefs, residency director, …etc.) to 
fix it.  Accountability is different from complaining to no one in particular or peripheral players. 
This is not easy.  It is hard to say “you didn’t do what we agreed” especially when rank of players is 
different.  This cannot be done without the first layer of the pyramid, trust. 
 
Inattention to results:  Success or failure goes unnoticed.  E.g., discharge by noon goals met but no 
teaching sessions happened. No one talks about it.  Or we rationalize failures: “We didn’t do much 
teaching, but we were busy and they learned from the patients.”   
 
Successful example: Honest assessment … “we succeeded at getting discharges out by noon, but we 
failed to have 11:30 teaching sessions every day.  Why?” 
Caution: Tail can wag the dog.  Only things that can be measured become important.  No one likes a 
failing grade even if the measure is less important.  Does discharge by noon take priority over other 
important considerations? Would length of stay or cost per stay be a better measure? 
Discussion ideas: #1 Many practices measure success by number of visits, RVUs, $, profit, overhead, 
or salary.  How would you measure the success of your practice?  #2 Insurance companies, hospitals 
and practice groups are measuring quality in various ways.  Disease or organ specific quality measures 
may not reflect patient oriented measures.  #3  How would you measure success for an inpatient team? 
Is this a useful model to discuss leadership? 
 
 Summary: 
 
Everyone struggles with managing team relationships.  You understand why it is important to 
communicate well.  Managing the relationships on the team involves creating an environment of trust, 
negotiating expectations, listening and then being decisive, giving feedback, and talking about failures 
and successes.  This is easier said than done.  In a stressful inpatient setting, you find team 
communication a hard skill to develop.   Yet, it is worth learning to do well.  Stress and teamwork are 
both in your future; and, better team leaders make better doctors.  You are getting better at 
communicating with patients; similarly, getting better at communicating with teams is part of medical 
education.  
 
Read more: Lencioni, P. The Five Dysfunctions of A Team.   
 
Feedback on this session. (10 minutes) 
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Case Studies: 
 


1. Senior resident does not show up for rounds and does not answer pages.  The team copes with 
being undermanned.  He contacts the chief resident later on that day to say he is sick.  This has 
happened before.  But no one seems to be telling this resident that their lack of professionalism 
is a problem.  Everyone just covers the work.  But people are really angry.  Discuss how lack 
of accountability damages teams. 


 
 


2. The senior resident tells everyone on the first day “it is okay to say ‘I don’t know’” but then 
proceeds to pimp the intern with questions like “What is the most important thing I want to 
hear about this patient?”  The senior acts like a know-it-all.  She berates people for not 
knowing answers.  And the student and intern say they feel embarrassed and “set up to look 
bad” on rounds.  Discuss how to establish trust on teams. 


 
 


3. The attending presents a chart showing inpatient billable charges and collections for the past 
year.  It shows that inpatient does not cover departmental expenses.  And he proposes 
increasing the time that the residents and faculty on inpatient teams spend in clinic.  Discuss 
how to measure the success of an inpatient team. 


 
 


4. The residents are invited to a faculty retreat to shape new directions and changes for the 
department and residency program.  Several faculty present plans to make the clinical practices 
more patient centered.  It is mostly a presentation with little discussion.  There seems to be a 
leadership group that is going to decide whether to create more satellite practices.  Residents 
say they found the presentations a little dry.  Some residents are unsure what real changes will 
occur.  Discuss how to have meaningful, open negotiation with teams. 


 
 


5. The hospital sets goals of >50% patients discharged by noon with final discharge orders placed 
before 9:00 AM.  Rounds start at 9:00 AM and mostly decisions are made about discharge 
during rounds.  When reports circulate stating that the FM inpatient service is not meeting 
those targets, most people shrug.  “The most important thing is that we take great care of our 
patients” we say.  Should we “commit” to the discharge by noon goals? 
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Transition from Senior Resident to Physician Leader 
 
Peter Ham, M.D. 
October  2012 
 
Introduction  
 
True teamwork is rare in the work environment.  Yet, I believe effective teams almost always 
outperform individual heroics. 
 
In February of your intern year and Sept of your 2nd year, we discussed how to be a good senior 
resident on an Internal Medicine/Family Medicine team.  Your collective experiences provided 
examples of both effective and ineffective teams.  We reflected on those experiences and discussed 
some scenarios to develop leadership and teaching skills. 
 
At this point, all of you have been the senior resident on medical teams.  This session offers a chance 
to consider how to join effective teams for the next steps of your career. 
 
In our past sessions, we explored what makes a successful senior resident leader of an inpatient team.  
Here are 4 principles developed during those sessions: 
 


1. Anxiety can be useful.   
2. Effective teachers and leaders can be facilitators rather than experts. 
3. There are strategies to running effective teams. 


a. Build trust 
b. Negotiate 
c. Make decisions 
d. Hold people accountable 
e. Look at results that matter 


4. Lead with positive energy (appreciate what is working vs dwelling on problems). 
 
 
During this session, I hope to identify principles you learned during residency that will be useful in 
your job search and next job.   
 
I’ve heard and experienced a lot of success stories about your group.  You have helped your interns 
without being micromanagers.  Students have learned a lot while with you.  Faculty have rated you 
highly as team leaders.  So this session is simply a chance to discuss your progress and individual style 
of leadership, develop some productive anxiety about the next steps, and discuss strategies for making 
productive teams work for you in the future..   
 
- Peter Ham 
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Exercise # 1:  If you were interviewing people in a  practice, what questions could you ask that would 
tell you whether they operated as a good team? 
 
 Pair up and come up with one or two questions.  Of whom would you ask it?  What kind of 
answer would reassure you that this was a functional team?   
 
 
Exercise # 2: Compare your questions to the model we have used previously. 
 


1) Lencioni claims there are 5 things teams must do well (in order).  Do you agree?  Recall  
examples from your experience with inpatient or outpatient teams? 


 
a. Trust 
b. Negotiate 
c. Decide 
d. Hold each other accountable 
e. Assess results 


 
2) During an interview with a practice/dept., how would you determine whether they do these 


things?  
 
 
 
Feedback on this session (10 minutes) 
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Review: Lencioni: 5 dysfunctions of team below.  
 
 Dysfunctions     What it looks like when it’s not working. 


 
 
 
Gloss over goals not met 
 
Not giving feedback 
 
Wishy washy 
 
 
Artificial Harmony 
 
Infalability.  Shame is used to enforce. 
 
 
 
 


What it looks like when it’s working. 
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Appreciate 
success, 
analyze failure 


People praise 
and criticize 
each other 
constructively 


People speak up and argue 
about what they want  
 


Decisions are made and  
everyone accepts it 


Easy to admit mistakes 
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Examples involving inpatient teams: 
 
Absence of Trust/ Infalability.  E.g., upper level knows a lot and pretends to know everything.  To not 
know is “bad”.  Pimping is hurtful.  Upper level wants team to “shine” in front of attending.  Senior 
lets intern look bad on rounds for team decisions. 
Successful example: Attending and senior model looking up information at the point of care.  Senior 
admits to attending that they, not the intern, didn’t think of something that was important.  
 
Fear of conflict:  Conflict is taboo.  The team does not truly negotiate expectations, e.g., team does not 
discuss how many patients each member will pre-round on.  Senior pre-rounds on many patients just 
to preserve harmony.  Or, intern feels overwhelmed with more than 5 patients, but doesn’t want to 
argue so just tries his best. 
Successful example: Intern says “I can’t handle more than 5 patients.”  Senior says “But I expect you  
to learn to handle 8 patients.” 
Caution: negotiation is hard among players of different rank.  However, successful teams empower 
everyone to at least speak their needs even if they won’t get their way.  (All Toyota employees can 
stop assembly line if they feel something is wrong.) 
 
Lack of Commitment:  Decisions aren’t made or team doesn’t accept decisions.  E.g., Upper level 
wants bedside rounds because teaching and patient care are better.  Intern hates bedside rounds 
because it takes longer.  Every morning the same debate occurs, sit down or walk.  No one wants to be 
“wrong” so no decision is made.  Or, decision is made, but each day the argument is re-opened. 
Successful example: Senior decides to do bedside rounds every day.  Says “I know you like sit down, 
but I decided we would all learn more by walking.” 
Caution: Be sure you are listening to everyone who speaks up and deciding what is best for team.  
Transparent, rational decisions will be respected.  Power plays or false listening may reduce trust.  Say 
“I hear your need for ____; however, I’ve decided to do ____.” 
 
Avoidance of Accountability:  Confrontation is taboo.  E.g., The night float does not put an H&P on 
the chart of a patient who is admitted at 10:00 PM. At 10:00 AM intern finds no note on the chart.  
And intern says…. nothing to the night float, but talks about how mad they are with other team 
members.   
Successful example:  Intern tells night float about the missing H&P and clarifies that night float needs 
to put H&P on chart when patient gets to floor. 
Caution: Remember rules of feedback- be specific, be timely, avoid making it personal (let the 
problem be the problem), and say positive things also if you can.  Remember how disheartening it is to 
do 99 things right but only hear about the 1 thing you missed. Venting is not the same thing as holding 
others accountable. 
 
This is a hard one to discuss.  Perhaps the team broke down on another level- the night float couldn’t 
admit they were overwhelmed (absence of trust), the night float and team did not negotiate who puts 
the H&P on the chart because that conversation would seem bossy (fear of conflict).  Or, the team 
never really decided on whose job it is… “just try to get H&P’s on the chart when you can, if you’re 
not busy…” (lack of commitment).  
 
For this to work, everyone needs to be accountable and empowered to hold others accountable.  One 
could tell the attending and expect her to talk to the night float about the problem.  This is inefficient 
and creates “policies” where 1 conversation could have done the job.  Beware of a tempting, non 
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productive side step.  See a problem and expect the “system” (chiefs, residency director, …etc.) to fix 
it.  Accountability is different from complaining to no one in particular or peripheral players. 
This is not easy.  It is hard to say “you didn’t do what we agreed.” 
 
Inattention to results:  Success or failure goes unnoticed.  E.g., discharge by noon goals met but no 
teaching sessions happened. No one talks about it.  Or we rationalize failures: “We didn’t do much 
teaching, but we were busy and they learned from the patients.”   
 
Successful example: Honest assessment … “we succeeded at getting discharges out by noon, but we 
failed to have 11:30 teaching sessions every day.  Why?” 
Caution: Tail can wag the dog.  Only things that can be measured become important.  No one likes a 
failing grade even if the measure is less important.   
 
Is this a useful model to discuss leadership for your future? 
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Think about the relationship between what works on an inpatient team and what works in an outpatient 
clinic.  How would you size up a practice?  Is this a team you want to join? 
 
 IN-PATIENT  INTERVIEW Look for… 
TRUST  


How did you make 
everyone feel they 
could admit mistakes? 
 
 
 
 


 
Does this practice 
accept input from 
everyone? 
 
What might you notice 
if this practice did not 
value trust? 


 
Honesty 
 
Beware: infalability, 
don’t let you talk to 
staff 


NEGOTIATE  
How did you negotiate 
who did what? 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Does this practice 
negotiate decisions? 
 
What might you notice 
if conflict was taboo? 


 
Constructive arguments 
 
Beware: tranquility 
(false harmony) 


DECIDE  
How did you make 
decisions? 
 
Did you make 
decisions? 
 
 
 


 
Who makes decisions? 
 
What might you notice 
if important decisions 
weren’t being made? 
 
Do decisions stick? 


 
Policies, the practice 
makes changes 
 
Beware: practices that 
aren’t adopting new 
ideas (e.g.,EMR) 


HOLD 
ACCOUNTABLE 


 
When people didn’t do 
what you decided, what 
happened? 
 
 
 
 
 


 
Does this practice give 
positive and negative 
feedback? 
 
What might you notice 
if people weren’t held 
accountable? 


 
Anyone can talk to 
anyone 
 
Beware: people above 
the law, prima donnas, 
tolerating bad behavior 


ASSESS RESULTS  
How do you know your 
inpatient team did a 
good job? 
 
 
 
 
 


 
How does this practice 
measure success? 
 
How would you 
recognize a practice 
that didn’t measure 
success? 


 
Talk about more than 
money; but, has a 
easily understood 
business model 
 
Beware: only money 
focus; no business 
model 
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Remember that Lencioni’s ideas are laid out as a pyramid not a table.  The top of the pyramid relies on 
the other layers.  Therefore, maybe you only have to ask about attention to results to get a sense of the 
overall team function. 
 
Q1: How do you measure success around here? 
 
Money:  Look for a balanced answer.  Too much focus may be bad.  No focus may be 


bad. 
Satisfaction:   Staff turnover.  People tend to vote with their feet. 
Patient satisfaction:  Practices should be assessing this somehow. 
Quality of Care:  There should be some systematic approach to knowing whether health screening 


recommendations are being met,  
Everyone knows their job: Protocols, good flow, people look busy and engaged 
Innovation: EMRs, Plans for EMRs, some new initiative is happening that people feel 


excited about 
 
Service:  Medical students, volunteer work, advocacy,  
 
So you get some red flags or are not sure… 
 
Q2:  Does everyone here feel they can say when there are problems?  Any examples? 
 
Remember a healthy team has individuals giving feedback to individuals, not water cooler griping or 
policy manuals for every problem. 
 
If you see people up and down the power ladder constructively saying how they think the practice 
could do better in the areas for Q1, then you can feel reassured the practice functions as a team and has 
a chance at success. 
 
Still not reassured? 
 
Q3: Has the practice made decisions about what to do about <the stuff in question 1>? 
 
Should get a sense of how decisions are made?  Openly negotiated?  Someone seems to be in charge? 
 
If the practice seems like an place where everyone can have a say, and someone is clearly vested in 
making some change, then there’s hope. 
 
Okay now you’re worried but want to find the dead bodies to be sure. 
 
Q4:  How are decisions made?  Does everyone have input?  What are meetings like? 
 
Should get a sense of whether everyone is afraid or too apathetic to negotiate. 
 
If the practice has lively meetings of people who care about success, then there’s hope. 
 
You’re ready to catch the plane home.  You’re not even sure you want to identify the lesion. 
 
Q5:  What would you change about this practice if you could? 
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If they say “nothing, we’re perfect” just run.
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 Summary: 
 
Everyone struggles with managing team relationships.  You understand why it is important to 
communicate well.  Managing the relationships on the team involves creating an environment of trust, 
negotiating expectations, listening and then being decisive, giving feedback, and talking about failures 
and successes.  This is easier said than done.  In a stressful inpatient setting, you find team 
communication a hard skill to develop.   Yet, it is worth learning to do well.  Stress and teamwork are 
both in your future; and, better teams make better doctors. 
 
I’ve noticed that my job satisfaction depends much more on my team than myself.  While I can control 
my attitude, I’m a happier, better doctor working with nurses, staff and doctors who work well 
together. 
 
Remember Lencioni’s pyramid.  If you see great attention to results, the other parts of the team are 
probably working pretty well.  Work down the pyramid to find out more about team function.  
Remember most teams aren’t perfect.  A solid foundation of trust, negotiating, and commitment to 
make positive change is pretty good. 
 
Medicine has given a large portion of its mission over to people concerned with money.  When I get 
my paycheck, I’m reminded that this is not always a bad thing.  However, when medical teams are 
judged and managed top to bottom with a money-focus, some of the reasons you went to medical 
school can take a back seat.  
 
In interviewing for your next job, get the people to tell stories about successes and failures of the 
practice.  You should get a sense whether people are collaborating.  The more the people you 
interview can articulate a clear sense of mission and what it means to be successful, the more you can 
rest assured that there is a team behind it. 
 
 
 
Feedback on this session. (10 minutes) 
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Other useful reminders from first session. 


  
1. “Giving Feedback” Tips  


a. Inquire or Ask: How are things going for you on this rotation? 
b. Needs: What are you hoping to get out of this rotation?   
c. Specific Feedback:  pos/neg/pos. but don’t sugar coat it so much that you miss it. 
d. Interchange or Negotiate: The patients need to get taken care of well and you need to 


get home on time.  How can we all get what we need? 
e. Help:  Is an outside intervention needed.   
f. Timing of Follow up: set a time to check in again. 


 
2.  Kolb learning styles.  You never would have tolerated a discussion about Lencioni’s 5 


dysfunctions of a team if you hadn’t had the experience of running an inpatient team first.  
Keep learning medicine and leadership by meshing your experiences with reflections, 
experiments and theory. 
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 Examples of dysfunction 
 IN-PATIENT  INTERVIEW PRACTICE 
TRUST INFALLIBILITY 


Senior res/attending can do 
no wrong, know it all, … 
 
Not knowing = shame 
 
 


 
Infallible people 
everywhere. No one makes 
mistakes here.  We are 
perfect. 


 
Nurses don’t speak easily to 
doctors. 


NEGOTIATE FEAR 
No one says anything about 
what they want. 
 
Senior/attend interpret 
silence as smooth sailing 
 
 


 
Everyone seems afraid of 
the boss. 


 
Water cooler complaining, 
boring meetings. 
 
Only money-people have 
input. 


DECIDE WISHY WASHY 
Try to make everyone 
happy. 
 
 
 
 
 


 
“We’ve been kicking that 
idea around for years” 


 
Confusion about protocols, 
rules, … 
 
Only money-people make 
decisions 


HOLD 
ACCOUNTABLE 


AVOIDANCE 
Let it slide.  I’m sure it 
won’t happen again. 
 
Only negatives discussed. 
 
 


 
Might see prima donna 
behavior 


 
Unprofessional behavior 
goes unchecked. 
 
Profitable people have 
different rules. 


ASSESS RESULTS INATTENTION 
 
“I survived, what else 
matters?” 
 
 
 
 


 
Can’t answer “What  
matters at the end of the day 
at this practice?”  
 
No clear goals or mission? 


 
All anyone talks about it 
money. 
 
Don’t have any metrics 
about the practice. 
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Examples of functional teams 
 IN-PATIENT  INTERVIEW PRACTICE 
TRUST  


People admit mistakes, 
knowledge and skill gaps. 
 
 
 
 


 
Open about problems.  They 
want a good fit with you. 
 
Seem to value staff, nurses 
input. 
 
Interview staff and nurses. 


 
Dare to be imperfect- admit 
mistakes. 


NEGOTIATE  
People speak up about what 
they want to the decision 
makers. 
 
 
 


 
Nurses and staff say doctors 
listen to them. 


 
Staff meetings are lively. 


DECIDE  
Decisions are made and 
everyone accepts them. 
 
 
 


 
Protocols seem clear and 
understood. 


 
People understand and 
support decisions even if 
they lost the argument. 


HOLD 
ACCOUNTABLE 


 
Real feedback is given, 
especially from those of 
lower rank to upper. 
 
 
 
 
 


 
“We had a problem with 
doctors coming in late, but 
we talked about it.” 


 
Feedback goes up and down 
rank.   
 
Feedback is constructive. 
 
Feedback contains both 
praise and criticism. 


ASSESS RESULTS  
Length of stay. 
Patient satisfaction. 
Evals for and by everyone. 
Discharge by noon. 
Teaching happens. 
 
Good team vibe. 
 
 


 
Patient satisfaction scores 
Quality measures (patients 
getting great care) 
$/profit/RVUs 
Employee satisfaction 
 
A rotation at the practice felt 
like a good fit. 
 


 
Your values match the 
practice values.   
 
Not everything that can be 
counted counts, and not 
everything that counts can 
be counted. – Albert 
Einstein 


 
 
 








Introduction to Quality 
Improvement 


Essentials II 
August - September 2012 







QI: What does it mean to you? 


 







QI: Plan for today 
 What is QI, and why is it important? 
 Review basic concepts (based on IHI “Model of 


Improvement”) 
 Brainstorm a PDSA cycle about a problem 
 List of resources 
 Begin to generate a measurable AIM statement for a 


month-long mock QI project 
 Introduce METRIC, a helpful tool that you may be 


able to use to help you reach your goals 
  


 







Resources 
 
“First Steps” article from Family Practice Management: 
 http://www.aafp.org/fpm/990300fm/23.html 
 
IHI Model for Improvement: 
http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/Improvement/ImprovementMethods/HowToImprove/ 
 
AAFP resources: http://www.aafp.org/online/en/home/practicemgt/quality.html 
 METRIC: http://www.aafp.org/online/en/home/cme/selfstudy/metric.html 
 
Department resources: 
 http://www.medicine.virginia.edu/clinical/departments/familymed/residency/cur


riculum/carepath-page 
 
TransforMED website: 
 http://www.transformed.com/ 
 


 



http://www.aafp.org/fpm/990300fm/23.html

http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/Improvement/ImprovementMethods/HowToImprove/

http://www.aafp.org/online/en/home/practicemgt/quality.html

http://www.aafp.org/online/en/home/cme/selfstudy/metric.html

http://www.medicine.virginia.edu/clinical/departments/familymed/residency/curriculum/carepath-page

http://www.medicine.virginia.edu/clinical/departments/familymed/residency/curriculum/carepath-page

http://www.medicine.virginia.edu/clinical/departments/familymed/residency/curriculum/carepath-page

http://www.medicine.virginia.edu/clinical/departments/familymed/residency/curriculum/carepath-page

http://www.transformed.com/





What is QI? 


 NOT looking for the “bad apples” 
 IS a method of continuously examining 


processes and making them more effective 
 4 core principles (Deming) 
 Strong focus on “customers” 
 Continuous improvement of processes 
 Involvement of the entire organization 
 Using data and team knowledge to improve 


decision making 







QI in the office 


 Do YOU know how each process in your 
office works? (scheduling, triage, what 
happens in the waiting room, patient rooming, 
lab, checkout, notification of results, followup) 


 Since you don’t (no one person does), you 
need the staff to work as a team. 







QI Model in a nutshell 


 Identify an AIM (what do you want to 
accomplish?) 


 Identify criteria for success 
 Implement the change using the PDSA cycle.  
 Plan 
 Do 
 Study 
 Act       
 







How to pick a problem? 


 Put yourself in your patients’ shoes 
 Put yourself in your staff’s shoes 
 Internal data (patient complaints, chart 


audits) 
 External data (insurance companies) 
 Where have others been successful? 







Put yourself in your patient’s shoes 







Why is quality important? 


 IOM reports from early 2000s 
 “Serious and widespread quality problems 


exist throughout American medicine” 
 “Quality Chasm”- we repeatedly fail to 


translate knowledge and capacity into clinical 
practice 


 Improving quality is an important component 
of the Patient-Centered Medical Home… 











Whew!  Questions? 







IHI Model for Improvement 


 IHI = Institute for Healthcare Improvement 







Model for Improvement 
 Forming the Team 
 Setting Aims Time-specific and measurable 
 Establishing Measures 


Quantitative-- determine if a specific change actually leads to an 
improvement.  


 Selecting Changes 
Identify the changes that are most likely to result in improvement. 


 Testing Changes 
The Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycle   


 Implementing Changes 
After testing a change on a small scale, learning from each test, and 
refining the change through several PDSA cycles, the team can 
implement the change on a broader scale — for example, for an entire 
pilot population or on an entire unit.  


 Spreading Changes 
 



http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/Improvement/ImprovementMethods/HowToImprove/formingtheteam.htm

http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/Improvement/ImprovementMethods/HowToImprove/setting+aims.htm

http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/Improvement/ImprovementMethods/Measures/

http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/Improvement/ImprovementMethods/Changes/

http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/Improvement/ImprovementMethods/HowToImprove/testingchanges.htm

http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/Improvement/ImprovementMethods/HowToImprove/ImplementingChanges.htm

http://www.ihi.org/IHI/Topics/Improvement/ImprovementMethods/HowToImprove/SpreadingChange.htm





Forming the team 


 Right people 
 Team Leader (Medical Director?) 
 Technical Expert (practicing MD?) 
 Day-to-day leader (nurse supervisor?) 
 Stakeholders in other key areas 


 Small project may = small team 
 







Setting aims 


 Time-specific 
 Measurable 
 Does your team agree? 
 Allocation of people and resources 







Overarching aims… 
 Safe: Avoid injuries to patients from the care that is 


intended to help them.  
 Effective: Match care to science; avoid overuse of 


ineffective care and underuse of effective care.  
 Patient-Centered: Honor the individual and respect 


choice.  
 Timely: Reduce waiting for both patients and those who 


give care.  
 Efficient: Reduce waste.  
 Equitable: Close racial and ethnic gaps in health status.  


 
Crossing the Quality Chasm: A New Health System for the 21st Century (2001) 







Tips for setting aims 
 State the aim clearly. 
 Include numerical goals that require 


fundamental change to the system 
 unambiguous, focused 


 Set stretch goals 
 make it clear that the goal cannot be met by tweaking the 


existing system 


 Avoid aim drift 
 Be prepared to refocus the aim 
 by working on a smaller part of the system first  







Measurement 


 Tells you if you are actually improving 
 Different from measurement for research 
 Doing small tests of your changes as you go 


keeps the ball rolling 
 Gather “just enough” to tell you what you need to 


know 







Tips for effective measures 
 Plot data over time 


 Length of stay, time in waiting room, volume, patient satisfaction 
 Seek usefulness, not perfection 


 Get just enough data 
 Sampling  


 For example, all of your charts one day per week or month 
 Integrate measurement into the daily routine.  


 Our information systems are SLOOOWWWW.  Develop a simple 
data collection form, a few simple measures will yield all the 
information you need 


 Use qualitative and quantitative data.  







3 Types of measures: (1) 


 Outcome Measures (voice of the customer 
or patient): How is the system performing? 
What is the result?  
 For diabetes: Average hemoglobin A1c level for 


population of patients with diabetes 
 For access: Number of days to appointment 
 For critical care: Intensive Care Unit (ICU) 


mortality 







3 Types of Measures (2) 
 Process Measures (voice of the workings 


of the system): Are the parts/steps in the 
system performing as planned? 
 For diabetes: Percentage of patients with 


hemoglobin A1c level measured twice in the past 
year 


 For access: Average daily clinician hours 
available for appointments 


 For critical care: Use of adverse drug event chart 
review 


 







3 Types of Measures (3) 
 Balancing Measures (looking at a system from 


different directions/dimensions): Are changes 
designed to improve one part of the system causing 
new problems in other parts of the system? 
 
 For reducing time patients spend on a ventilator after 


surgery: Make sure reintubation rates are not increasing  
 For reducing patients' length of stay in the hospital: Make 


sure readmission rates are not increasing 







Testing Changes: PDSA 







Testing Changes: PDSA 
 Step 1: Plan 


 Plan the test, including a plan for collecting data. 
 


 Step 2: Do Try out the test on a small scale. 
 Document problems and unexpected observations.  
 Begin analysis of the data.  
 


 Step 3: Study Set aside time to analyze data and study results. 
 


Complete the analysis of the data.  
Compare the data to your predictions.  
Summarize and reflect on what was learned.  
 


 Step 4: Act  Refine the change, based on what was learned from the test. 
 


Determine what modifications should be made.  
Prepare a plan for the next test.  
 







Testing Changes: PDSA 
 Step 1: Plan 


 Plan the test, including a plan for collecting data. 
 


 Step 2: Do Try out the test on a small scale. 
 Document problems and unexpected observations.  
 Begin analysis of the data.  
 


 Step 3: Study Set aside time to analyze data and study results. 
 


Complete the analysis of the data.  
Compare the data to your predictions.  
Summarize and reflect on what was learned.  
 


 Step 4: Act  Refine the change, based on what was learned from the test. 
 


Determine what modifications should be made.  
Prepare a plan for the next test.  
 







Tips for testing changes 
 Stay a cycle ahead. When designing a test, imagine at the start what 


the subsequent test or two might be 
 Scale down the scope of tests. Sample 10 rather than 200.  Use one 


physician’s patients rather than the whole practice. 
 Don’t reinvent the wheel. Can you modify rather than invent?  
 PICK EASY CHANGES TO TRY. Look for the concepts that seem most 


feasible and will have the greatest impact. 
 Avoid technical slowdowns. Don’t wait for the new EHR to arrive!  
 Reflect on the results of every change. After making a change, a 


team should ask: What did we expect to happen? What did happen? 
Were there unintended consequences? What was the best thing about 
this change? The worst? What might we do next? Too often, people 
avoid reflecting on failure. Remember that teams often learn very 
important lessons from failed tests of change. 







 
Implementing/Spreading change 
 


 
 After testing a change on a small scale, learning from each test, 


and refining the change through several PDSA cycles, implement 
on a broader scale 


 A permanent change to the way work is done  
 Still requires the use of the PDSA cycle. 


 
 Example  
 


 Testing a change: Two nurses use a new medication 
reconciliation form. 


 Implementing a change: All nurses in the clinic begin using the 
new medication reconciliation form.  
 


 Spreading a change: All nurses in the UVA health system use the 
new medication reconciliation form 
 







BREAK 







 METRIC demonstration: 
http://www.cecity.com/aafp/walkthrough/flash.htm 
 



http://www.cecity.com/aafp/walkthrough/flash.htm





METRIC 
 Baseline measurements of practice systems 


(based on Chronic Care Model) and chart 
review 


 Build and implement action plan (many 
suggestions, links to resources) 


 Remeasure practice systems and chart 
review, compare results with yourself and 
other practices 


 Reflect 
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Coumadin Clinic: 
 


Better management of a necessary evil 
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Goals 
 


1. Learn how to better manage initiation and maintenance of coumadin therapy 
2. Learn how a practice-based system can provide an organized approach to care 


 
Objectives 
 
1. Coumadin 


a. Describe the pharmacokinetics of coumadin 
b. Describe indications for coumadin therapy, and the recommended target INR for 


common conditions 
c. Recognize common drug interactions with coumadin 
d. Find and use the coumadin management tools in Essential Evidence 
e. Demonstrate management of patients on coumadin 


a. Appropriate monitoring interval 
b. Dose adjustment 
c. Management of elevated INR 


2. Coumadin clinic 
a. Describe the process of care in the coumadin clinic, and how this differs from the 


process for other conditions requiring monitoring, eg, diabetes. 
b. Describe the roles of the nurse and the physician in the coumadin clinic 
c. Learn how to use the Anticoagulation Management Tool in EPIC 
d. Identify advantages and disadvantages of this process of care. 


 
Readings 
 


1. The pharmacology and management of Vitamin K antagonists: The seventh 
ACCP conference on antithrombotic and thrombolytic therapy 


2. Prevalence and predictors of potential drug-drug interactions in Regione Emilia-
Romagna, Italy. 


3. Care of patients receiving long-term anticoagulation 
 
Essential Evidence Tools: 


1. Warfarin dose adjustment 
2. Warfarin dosing in outpatients 
3. Warfarin dose (elderly) 
4. Bleeding risk on warfarin 
5. Warfarin initial dose (10 mg protocol) 
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Assignments 
 


1. Complete the readings. 
2. Find the Essential Evidence Tools (these are clinical decision rules) 


a. Review the “More Info” tab 
b. Play with the tools 


3. Spend a half-day in Coumadin clinic 
a. Review the information for each patient (therapeutic range, current 


coumadin dose, current INR). 
b. Make a recommendation to the attending about: 


i. Monitoring interval  
ii. Change in dose, if any – use the Essential Evidence Tools as a 


guide. 
c. Learn how to use the Anticoagulation Management tool in EPIC 
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Changing Systems Curriculum  
 
oal: to prepare residents to lead change in their future practices in order to 


ter care to their patients 
G
provide bet
 
Objectives: 
 
Team Leadership 
 
Describe basic concepts of leadership relevant to medical practice 


rship and team functioning 
 
Describe basic principles of team leade
 
Demonstrate the ability to lead a team 
 
Describe different designs for effective meetings.  


ng designs. 
 
Participate actively in meetings using different meeti
 
Work as effective member of interprofessional team 


 environment 
 
Describe principles of interprofessional collaboration in the practice
 
escribe the roles and educational backgrounds for members of the D


interprofessional practice team 
 
emonstrate an ability to work effectively as a member of an interprofessional team 


edicine Center 
D
caring for patients in the Family M
 
Quality Improvement and Safety 
 
Describe principles of quality improvement 
 
Describe the process for developing and completing a quality improvement process, 
including developing a global aim and specific aims for improvement; creating a 
rocess map for the process under consideration for improvement; developing p
outcome measures, planning and carrying out quality improvement 
 
emonstrate an ability to improve care for a group of patients with a specified D


diagnosis using a FOCUS‐PDSA model of quality improvement 
 
dentify sentinel events and near misses that indicate possible system issues that 
ffect safety. 
I
a
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nalyze a sentinel event or near miss and present a structured Morbidity and A
Mortality conference. 
 
Principles of the Patient Centered Medical Home 
 
escribe evolving models of practice within Family Medicine, including the Patient‐D


Centered Medical Home.  


escribe principles of the Patient‐Centered Medical Home 
 
D
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Curriculum Description 
 
he curriculum is delivered in both longitudinal and block formats. Description of 


ed below.  
T
these is provid


lock F
 
B ormat 
 
PGY1:  During the required Outpatient Family Medicine Rotation, residents read 
several articles on personnel management within the Family Medicine office, spend 
a half‐day with nursing and front desk staff, and are given several assignments 
related to defining roles of staff in the office; common issues these staff encounter, 
and how these issues have affected the care of the resident’s patients. Residents also 
attend a Patient‐Centered Medical Home Steering Committee meeting. Residents 
also spend several sessions working with our RN’s in our Coumadin Clinic, where 
he residents have the chance to see how our nurses manage and educate our 


nticoagulation.  
t
patient’s on chronic a
 
During the required Essentials of Family Medicine I Rotation, residents reflect on 
heir leadership styles, and discuss their fears about taking on leadership of an 
npatie s then discuss strategies for effective te
t
i nt ward team. Resident am leaderhip. 
 
PGY2:  During the required “Essentials of Family Medicine II Rotation,” residents 
learn about the basic principles of quality improvement using a FOCUS‐PDSA model 
for rapid cycle change. Residents then complete, in teams, several PDSA cycles over 
he course of the month using mock data.  Residents also discuss models of team 
unctio
t
f ning and dynamics. 
 
PGY3: During the required “Essentials of Family Medicine III Rotation,” residents 
learn about and discuss different models of Family Medicine, including the Patient‐
Centered Medical Home. Residents also discuss several models of leadership,  
complete a leadership survey (the Q12)  and discuss these results. Residents also  
learn about different designs for effective meetings. They design, lead and 
participate in a meeting in order to solve a residency program issue. Residents also 
egin a Quality Improvement project, based on their clinic teams, using one of the 
merican Aca
b
A demy of Family Physician’s Metric modules. 
 
Longitudinal:  Residents are assigned to a clinic team in the Family Medicine Center 
as an incoming intern, and work on this team for their entire residency. Each team 
consists of front‐desk staff, a registered nurse, one or more licensed practice nurses, 
medical assistants, nurse practitioners and faculty and resident physicians. Teams 
meet weekly, and resident attendance is required. Our teams have been trained in 
the Dartmouth Clinical Microsystems model of team functioning and quality 
improvement. All residents have the opportunity to take on different roles during 
team meetings (leader, facilitator, recorder, time‐keeper), and participate in our 
quality improvement process. Residents also participate in regular (every  4 to 6 
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eeks) All Practice Meetings, where teams come together and discuss their quality w
work. 
 
During the PGY‐3 year, each PGY‐3 resident presents a Morbidity and Mortality 
conference. All residents participate in these conferences, so principles of safety and 
nalysis of events are presented to PGY‐1 and PGY‐2 residents regularly by their a
PGY‐3 colleagues. 


urricular Materials
 
C  
 
PGY1: 
 
Family Medicine Outpatient: 


1. Cha i
2. Readin


 ng ng Systems: Introduction to practice management 
gs for practice management 


 a. Shenkel, R.; Gardner, C. Five ways to retain good staff. Fam Pract 
Manage.  Nov/Dec 2004:57‐58. 


 tal ingredient in your 
5‐46. 


b. McBride, J.; Effective work relationships: A vi
practice. Fam Pract Manage. Nov/Dec 2006: 4


ct Manage. c. Baker, S.; Keys to a positive first impression. Fam Pra
Jan 1998. 


ff. Fam Pract d. Weymier, R. Ideas for optimizing your nursing sta


 ry evil 
Manage. Feb 2003. 


3. Coumadin Clinic: Better management of a necessa
 4. Participate in PCMH steering committee meeting 


als f Family Medicine I: 
1. Leadership curriculum 1: Upper level leadership course I 


Essenti  o


 
 
PGY2: 
 
Essenti oal  f Fa ily


1. Qua ty
m  Medicine II 


 
ntation 


li  Improvement curriculum
ea. Intro to QI for PGY2 pres


 
2. Lea r


b. FOCUS‐PDSA Worksheet 
de ship curriculum 2 and 3 
a. Upper level leadership course II 
b. Upper level leadership course III 


 


 
PGY3: 
 
Essenti oal  f Fa ily


1. Firs Br
m  Medicine III 


 
t  eak All the Rules 


 All the Rules Handout 
 nt Basics Presentation 


a. First Break
b. Manageme
c. Readings: 
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i. Buckingham, M. What great managers do.  The Harvard 
Business Review.  March, 2005. 


 on ii. Buckingham and Coffman, First, Break All the Rules.  Sim
and Schuster,  1999. Business Summaries 


 n.  
s 


iii. The Arbinger Institute. Leadership and Self‐Deceptio
Berret‐Koehler Publishers, 2002. Business Summarie


iv. Farson, R. Management of the Absurd: Paradoxes in 
Leadership. Simon and Schuster, 1997. Business 
Summaries. 


M. The One Thing You Need to Know. Simon 
Summaries 


v. Buckingham, 


2. Inte tio
and Schuster, 2005. Business 


 
n nal Meeting Design 
a. Meeting Design Handbook  Handout 
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Introduction:   
 
Academic leadership positions require us to participate in and often to lead committees and 
groups of individuals, yet this task is often challenging and frustrating for both the group leaders 
and the participants.  Unfortunately, although faculty are taught to organize agendas and even to 
manage time for meetings, little education and training is devoted to designing and managing the 
internal process of a meeting. In fact, significant research in group process and management has 
developed a body of knowledge and skills in “intentional design” that can be applied in our work 
settings when we are called to lead a group of individuals.  These designs are specific to the task 
at hand, and actively engage group members to better accomplish the purpose of the meeting. 
This approach has been successfully used in the University of Virginia Department of Family 
Medicine for over ten years with outstanding results.  
 
 
 
The Enclosed Materials:  
 
The purpose of this set of materials is to provide you with some ideas and methods to help you 
become more effective at running meetings in your role as a faculty member.   
 
 
 
“Running” Meetings:  
 
Many academic leaders may say that they know how to organize meetings, yet in our experience, 
this means developing an agenda and “running” the meeting. This usually results in the leader 
talking a lot and pushing through the agenda against significant time constraints. Often, 
participants are placed in a passive role and everyone leaves the meeting wondering what, if 
anything has been accomplished. It can also create a vicious cycle where participants feel less 
and less inclined to attend meetings because they feel like it is a waste of time, particularly with 
the added time pressures associated with our current health care environment. Occasionally, a 
meeting approach with passive participants is preferred because the leader is coercive and in fact 
does not really want others’ ideas and comments.  However, it may also be due to lack of 
knowledge, training, and planning pertaining to the meeting design and process.   
 
A key value in designing and facilitating good process is the desire to engage participants 
actively in the process.  Human beings engage when they are involved and have a stake in the 
meeting outcome through their participation. Their ideas are heard and included in the process 
and outcomes.  By using a few simple strategies to work effectively with groups, it is possible to 
engage the meeting participants and in the process develop stronger outcomes.  Designing and 
facilitating a group or committee is analogous to designing a session for presenting at an STFM 
conference.  It requires forethought and planning of the approach to achieving your desired ends. 
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Intentional Design- Organizing the Group Process 
 
The first important step to planning a meeting often does not get done-- taking the necessary 
time to plan the meeting.  Meeting chairs may develop an agenda, thinking this is adequate 
planning for a meeting. However, the meeting agenda only defines “what” will be addressed in 
the session. Obviously, defining this information is important, yet it is insufficient for systematic 
success. Taking time actually means designing the process of the meeting in addition to the 
content. In addition, different agenda items may require a different process. Taking time to 
design “how” you will facilitate the group addressing the agenda is an important step. Most of us 
would not conduct an STFM seminar without having objectives and a design for achieving those 
objectives.  The same approach can be applied to any meeting or group process for which you 
are responsible. 
 
Before designing the process that you will use in a meeting, there are a series of questions that 
you will find helpful in putting together a workable approach.  The questions are intended to help 
you target your desired outcome for the meeting while actively engaging the participants.  A key 
element of process design for meetings is to harness the personal and intellectual talent of each 
individual participant.  The approach is called “intentional design” and was developed by Dr. 
Rod Napier, an organizational psychologist with extensive experience working with groups in 
organizations. Use your answers to these questions to guide your design. 
 
Checklist for Planning a Meeting 
 


1. Past Experience What is the past history and experience of this group?  What are their 
successes and are their failures?  What are their expectations to accomplish certain tasks 
and for the type of meeting?  How engaged and committed are these individuals to the 
work of the group (are participants ready to learn and work together)?  Is there unfinished 
business (tasks or process) that needs to be completed before moving forward? 


2. Cultural Norms What are the cultural norms that will facilitate or limit the ability of the 
group to accomplish its work?  Are there patterns or styles of communication that are 
repeatedly used and expected?  Are members of the group/meeting expected to act or 
respond in certain ways?  Are there expectations for use of presentation materials?  Are 
people safe to honestly express themselves intellectually and emotionally? 


3. Meeting Type Why is the meeting being held and why are these particular participants in 
the room?  Is it for solving a problem?  Is it to make a decision?  Is it for discussion of an 
issue?  Is it for information sharing?  (If information sharing is there an effective way to 
accomplish this without a meeting?)  Or is it for finishing or completing previous tasks or 
processes? 


4. Outcomes What are your desired outcomes for the meeting?  What would outstanding 
success look like to you?  Is there sufficient time allotted to achieve these outcomes?  Do 
you have specific product or process outcomes in mind? 
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5. Design Strategies* Answer the following tough questions of design: 
A. Who should be there and are their roles clear? 
B. What is the time available and how can you use it effectively? 
C. How does the time of day or day of the week affect your design? 
D. How can the physical layout of the room influence your design?  Can you change 


the arrangement of the room to support your design and outcome? 
E. What level of participation and collaboration do you want to occur? 
F. How will you begin the meeting?  How will you end the meeting? 
G. How will you maintain the energy and focus of the group? 
H. Is there room for humor, breaks, play? 
I. Does your design anticipate potential “difficult” people and consider how to deal 


with them in advance? 
J. Does the order of each agenda account for the development of the meeting 


process and mood? 
K. What do you project as the consequence of each of your design strategies? 
 
*Note: There are specific designs available for problem-solving, decision-making, 


information-gathering, developing consensus. 
 


6. Leader’s Role Is you role as leader of the meeting understood and accepted by the 
participants?  If not, is there anything that you can do about this prior to the meeting? 


7. Action Plans How will you track outcomes of the meeting?  How will you assure 
accountability for follow through?  Is there a specific deadline for reporting and 
accomplishment of tasks? 


8. Evaluation How will you evaluate the effectiveness of the meeting?  How will you get 
feedback about your design and leadership that you can use to improve future meetings?   


9.  Overall considerations 
 


Remember that breaking up the meeting participants into small groups of three to five 
members encourages participation by even the most reticent of meeting attendees. 
 
Establishing a safe environment may take time, especially if there is a history of 
retribution for saying or doing the “wrong” thing. 
 
Systematically tracking the work of the meeting in a way that assures accountability by 
the leader is essential.  This requires reporting back to the group at a future time. 
 
Remember to celebrate success and accomplishment.  It is often easy to move to the next 
problem or issue without recognizing the work that goes into each success. 
 
Don’t forget to evaluate each meeting.  A simple whip around (ending the meeting by 
giving each group member an opportunity to give feedback about the meeting) can 
identify strengths of the meeting and suggestions for improvement, and goes a long way 
to improving performance. By using the suggestions next time, the group leader can 
establish credibility. 
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Meeting Design Worksheets: 
 
The following worksheets can be used to guide group facilitators through the design process. 
Each of these approaches has been utilized extensively in our department and we have achieved 
great success with them. It should be noted that this information is not original to the University 
of Virginia. It is included in materials developed by Rod Napier and Edward de Bono. 
References for each are included at the top of each worksheet. Many more design options are 
also available. Please refer to the “Suggested References” page at the end of these materials. 
 
Collapsing Consensus. This approach is used to solicit input and to achieve common ground. 
Everyone is engaged and participants work collaboratively. 
 
Las Vegas Voting. This approach is used to determine priority when a list of ideas has already 
been generated.  
 
Search Conference. This approach allows the facilitator to gather information from a large 
group of people in a short period of time. 
 
Six Hat Thinking. This approach allows the facilitator to explore all aspects of a complex issue 
and provides a defined framework for doing so. This approach can be particularly helpful if the 
issue includes a strong emotional component. 
 
Walkabout Brainstorming. This approach is particularly useful in the early part of a planning 
process. It provides a means to stimulate thinking and to generate ideas. 
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Design Approach:  Collapsing Consensus 
Rod Napier, Clint Sidle, Patrick Sanaghan, High Impact Tools and Activities for Strategic 
Planning, McGraw Hill, 1998. 
 
 
Purpose: This approach is used to solicit input and build gentle consensus in an 


efficient and effective manner. 
 
Synopsis: Consensus is a word that is thrown around a lot, yet very rarely achieved. 


True consensus is rare because it takes a great deal of time, a great deal of 
trust between group members, effective listening skills, and the ability to 
manage conflict when it arises. This design creates the opportunity for 
people to gather together, share ideas, and most importantly, seek common 
ground. This design is an energizing process that maximizes individual 
participation and allows participants to work collaboratively. 


 
Materials Needed: Newsprint and easels   
 Markers 
 Tape 
 Timer 
 
Goals: 1. Solicit input from a group. 
 2. Identify common ground. 
 3. Establish priorities  
 
The Activity: (This activity works best with groups of 10-50 people. The following 


example assumes a group of 50 and can be adapted accordingly.) 
 


1. The main goal of this design is to seek common ground and not 
achieve true consensus. The facilitator might engage participants in a 
short discussion about their understanding of consensus and let 
participants know that this design blends a consensus “type” model 
with a form of majority voting. Participants are supported in their 
efforts to explore ideas together, compromise, and collaborate. 


 
2. Use a counting-off method from 1-10 to put people into 10 groups of 5 


participants each.  
 


3. Give each small group 7 minutes to come up with at least 10 ideas on a 
given topic or question. Examples: 


 
“How can we improve communication within our department?” 
“What organizational problems currently cause you the greatest 
concern?” 
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4. After each group has generated at least 10 ideas on the focus question, 
allow them 5 minutes to reduce the list to the best 5 ideas. This means 
the ideas that, if truly implemented, listened to, or acted upon, would 
have the greatest impact. 


 
5. Have each group of 5 combine with another group. 


 
6. In these larger subgroups, the goal is to share each group’s best ideas 


and agree upon the best 5 ideas in the larger group. Allow 10-15 
minutes for this task. It is important to suggest that groups look for 
common ideas first and then agree upon the other ideas. Also, caution 
the group against lumping ideas together. 


 
7. Using a round robin approach, take one idea from each group and put 


it on newsprint or a board in front of the room. Prioritize the list as it is 
created by putting a check next to any idea that another group has on 
its list. This process usually takes two to three rounds for all of the 
ideas to be listed and prioritized. You are likely to end up with a list of 
approximately 15-20 ideas, and 4 or 5 that are the most agreed upon.  


 
 
A few extra tips you might consider: 
 
 Have each group identify a recorder before you begin the exercise. 
 Circulate among the groups to ensure they are on task and that no one person is 


“hogging” the show. 
 Whenever possible, start with small groups (3-4 participants). Remember that each small 


group will merge with another group, and if the new group is too large, it will affect the 
participants’ ability to provide input. 


 With contentious groups, it may be difficult for them to reach agreement on their best 
ideas. Don’t let them get stuck. Intervene if appropriate and, if necessary, bend the rules 
(e.g. instead of best 5 ideas let them provide their best 6). 
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Design Approach:  Las Vegas Voting 
Rod Napier, Clint Sidle, Patrick Sanaghan, High Impact Tools and Activities for Strategic 
Planning, McGraw Hill, 1998. 
 
Purpose: This approach is used to determine action once a series of ideas have been 


generated. 
 
Synopsis: Too often in planning efforts, people generate long lists of ideas that never 


get implemented. The most critical step after generating ideas is to 
determine where to begin action. Las Vegas Voting is very helpful in 
defining next steps because it creates a sense of priority.  


 
 People seem to enjoy this type of voting process for several reasons: 


o Everything is out in the open and, therefore, it feels very 
democratic. 


o Participants feel that they have some real influence in 
determining what issues get addressed. 


o It allows participants to see other points of view and find 
out the degree of interest in an idea. 


 
Materials Needed: Newsprint and easels   
 Markers 
 Sticky dots (optional) 
 
Goals: To determine the best or priority ideas from a long list of ideas. 
 
The Activity: (This activity works best with 30-35 people or less) 
 


1. List all the ideas to be voted upon on the newsprint so everyone can 
see them. Make sure the ideas are understood by all before the voting 
begins. 


 
2. Tell participants they have 5 votes to distribute among the ideas as 


they choose. This means they can put one, two, three, or all of their 
votes on one particular item if they want or they can spread them 
around as they prefer. 


 
3. Have participants come up to the newsprint (as a group) and place 


their chosen number of sticky dots (or a check mark with a marker) 
next to the items they are selecting. Remind participants they have 
only 5 votes total for the whole process.  


 
4. After the voting is completed, tally the votes and prioritize the list 


according to frequency. Focus on the top 3 or 4 items. 
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Design Approach:  Search Conference  
Rod Napier, Clint Sidle, Patrick Sanaghan, High Impact Tools and Activities for Strategic 
Planning, McGraw Hill, 1998. 
  
 
Purpose: This approach enables large numbers of people to discuss important 


organizational issues in a short period of time. 
 
Synopsis: In any planning process, the ability to diagnose an organization’s issues is 


a key element to a successful strategic plan. Unfortunately, many 
organizations use only traditional tools (questionnaires, small focus 
groups) to try to uncover what is on people’s minds.  


 
 Many leaders and administrators want to involve employees and other 


stakeholders in diagnosing issues and discussing potential strategies. Their 
dilemma is that they are not sure how to accomplish this in focused and 
efficient ways. They fear the chaos, disagreement, and waste of time that 
can easily be the result when large numbers of people are gathered to 
discuss issues.  


 
 The Search Conference activity provides a successful way to engage large 


groups of people in a productive, collaborative, and highly participative 
manner. It allows for full participation of all participants and provides the 
structure necessary for the discussion to stay focused and on track. The 
activity stimulates thinking, develops listening skills, fosters collaboration, 
and identifies common ground.  


   
 This design takes approximately 2 hours. 
 
 
Materials Needed: Large comfortable room 
 Chairs that are movable 
 Paper and pens (enough for each participant) 
 Newsprint and easels 
 Markers 
 Tape 
   
Goals: 1. Gather information from all participants in a relatively short period of 


time. 
 2. Prioritize information and develop common ground. 
 3. Identify organizational issues to be addressed. 
 4. Ensure the full participation of all participants in the diagnostic activity. 
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The Activity:  (This example uses 48 participants and 6 questions as a model)   
 


1. Prior to the meeting, the facilitator must decide the important 
questions that need to be discussed by the participants. The questions 
will create the heart of the interview design. The following are some 
sample questions:   


 
 “Please identify at least three things this department does well, and, in 
your opinion, should continue to do.” 
“From your perspective, what are three things that limit the effectiveness 
of this department?” 
“If you were Chair, what are three things you would try to change 
immediately in order to improve organizational effectiveness?” 
 
Each question should be printed at the top of a piece of paper, leaving 
plenty of room for participants to take notes on the paper. In this model, 8 
pieces of paper will be needed for each question. 
 
2. Prior to the meeting, arrange the chairs in pairs of rows facing one 


another, with the number in each row determined by the number of 
questions to be discussed. In our example, we have 6 questions for 48 
participants. In this case, there would be 4 Row A’s and 4 Row B’s. 


 
Questions:   #1           #2           #3           #4           #5           #6 
ROW A        X            X            X            X            X            X 
ROW B        O            O            O            O            O            O 
Questions:   #1           #2           #3           #4           #5           #6 
 
If you have some extra participants, you can put them at the end of ROW 
A since this row will not move during this activity. 
 
3. Have participants sit in the chairs. Make sure there is a piece of paper 


on each seat with one question printed at the top of the page that is 
his/her question for the ENTIRE exercise. Specifically, questions 1 
through 6 will each be placed in one of the seats of each row.  


 
4. At the facilitator’s signal, the person in ROW A will ask his/her 


question to the person sitting across in ROW B. Participants should 
take notes regarding what the interviewees say and can probe to make 
sure they understand the responses. They are only seeking responses 
and are not to comment or try to affect the response. At the end of 3 
minutes, the facilitator asks participants to switch roles, with the 
person in ROW B now asking their question to the person across from 
him/her in ROW A.  
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5. After the second 3 minutes have elapsed (6 minutes total for the two 


questions), the facilitator signals for participants to “switch.” At this 
point, participants in ROW B are asked to move to one seat to the right 
and the person at the end of the row rotates to the beginning chair. The 
People in ROW A remain stationary. 


 
ROW A        X            X            X            X            X            X 
 
 
ROW B        O            O            O            O            O            O 


 
 
 


6. Now each person has another person to interview regarding his/her 
question and the opportunity to be interviewed on another question. 
This process continues until all participants have been interviewed on 
all the questions. At the completion of this portion, each participant 
will have interviewed 6 other people. 


 
7. The next step is to have all participants sit quietly with their data for 


about 10 minutes and organize their information. They are to look for 
Truths, Trends, and Unique Ideas. Truths are defined as those 
answers they received from most people they interviewed. Trends 
represent answers that were given consistently by at least half of the 
persons interviewed. Unique Ideas are ideas that were communicated 
by one individual, but represent a different or unique approach, 
perspective, or idea.  


 
8. After individuals have organized their information into Truths, Trends, 


and Unique Ideas, have participants join with others who have the 
same question. In our model, you would identify 6 stations (one for 
each question) throughout the room, and have 8 participants at each 
station. 


 
   
  
 
  
                Q.1   XOXOXOXO          Q.2  XOXOXOXO              Q.3  XOXOXOXO 
 
 
 
 
 
                                  Q.4  XOXOXOXO              Q.5  XOXOXOXO         Q.6   XOXOXOXO 
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9. The facilitator asks each of the smaller groups to pool their 
information and reach agreement as a group on the Truths, Trends, and 
Unique Ideas for their question. (They should remember that each 
small group of 8 now represents the input of all the participants for 
their particular question). Their goal in the next 30 minutes is to 
discuss the information and put the Truths, Trends, and Unique Ideas 
for their question on newsprint.  


 
When participants are working, make sure that each group identifies: 
one presenter who will present the group’s information to the larger 
audience; one recorder whose job is to capture the group’s 
information on newsprint; one timekeeper who will remind the group 
about the time left for the task (about every 10 minutes); and one 
facilitator whose job is to keep the group on the task at hand and 
insure everyone’s participation. Having these specific roles defined 
and people identified enables the group to self-manage.  
 
Because the Search Conference is about surfacing issues and trying to 
solve problems, we always encourage groups to err on the side of 
disclosing information.  


 
10. The most important instruction to give is for the group to prepare a 


presentation of its data for the larger audience. They must pick a 
spokesperson who will represent the issues to the larger audience 
clearly and concisely.  


 
11. After all presentations, the facilitator can lead a short discussion about 


participant’s reactions to the information presented. This helps bring 
closure to the activity (10-15 minutes). 


 
12. Participants need to know where all of this valuable information will 


go. They have worked hard and generated quality data. The facilitator 
needs to be able to explain to them what the next steps will be. We 
suggest that wherever the information goes (senior management, 
planning group, steering committee), everyone present should receive 
a copy of the information. 


 
 
A few extra tips you might consider: 
 
 Have participants help you create the questions. 
 The quality of the questions is a key element in this activity. Questions should be 


engaging and tough. 
 Do not attempt to run this activity if someone is missing from one of the chairs. Either cut 


out a question from all the groups or get someone to sit in the empty chair. 
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 Logistics is another key element of this design. Make sure you have everything well 
organized: 


o Have enough paper and pens for all of the participants. 
o Make sure the stations and easels are set up before participants with the same 


question get together. 
o Make sure that before the small groups begin their work, they have identified the 


self-managed roles (presenter, recorder, timekeeper, and facilitator). 
 Interviewers must be clear on their roles. The goal is to LISTEN and accurately record 


respondents’ opinions. DURING THE INTERVIEW, PARTICIPANTS MUST RESIST 
THE URGE TO DISCUSS AND DEBATE IDEAS BEING SHARED.  
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Design Approach:  Six Hat Thinking  
Edward de Bono, Value Based Management 
http://www.valuebasedmanagement.net/methods_bono_six_thinking_hats.html 
 
Purpose: This approach can be used to explore multiple perspectives associated 


with complex issues and/or address challenging issues that may contain an 
emotional element. 


 
Synopsis: Organizations often must deal with complex issues. Inherent in these 


issues are multiple perspectives from those individuals who are either 
involved or have a stake in the outcome. When trying to discuss complex 
issues as a large group, the discussion can often degrade as individuals try 
to press their personal perspectives onto other participants and/or 
ineffective heated arguments with many points swirling and little 
summary or sense of direction or shared understanding. The Six Hat 
approach provides a mechanism to address complex issues in an organized 
manner. There is opportunity and acknowledgement of all aspects of the 
issue, including the emotional component. Once the information is 
publicly identified, it is then possible to determine how to proceed. 


 
 The primary benefits of this approach are as follows: 


 Participants can express their opinions without risk 
 Participants may become more aware of multiple perspectives 
 This process provides “rules” for thinking about a complex 


problem/issue 
 This process focuses participant thinking 
 Creative ideas can be discussed 
 Communication is improved 
 Emotions can be openly discussed 
 Decision-making is improved 


   
 This design works best with groups up to 40 people. Using this 


framework, it usually is possible to identify key elements of a complex 
issue within 50-60 minutes. 


 
Materials Needed: Large writing area in front of the group that is visible to all, e.g. black 


board, white board, Smarttm board, or overhead projector. 
   
Goals: 1. Help individuals gain a greater understanding of an issue from multiple 


perspectives. 
 2. Fully engage members of the team, staff, or department in discussing 


issues. 
 3. Create a structured opportunity to challenge an idea and/or to discuss 


potentially emotional topics. 
 



http://www.valuebasedmanagement.net/methods_bono_six_thinking_hats.html
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The Activity:   
1. Prior to the meeting, the facilitator should clearly identify the 


topic/issue to be discussed by the group (blue hat – see below). If 
needed, this can also be done by the group at the beginning of the 
meeting.   


 
Some sample topics: 


 
“Faculty doing OB are working harder than those who don’t do OB.” 
Translated to: “Creating an equitable compensation schedule for obstetric 
and non-obstetric department faculty” 
 
“Some people cover a lot and others not at all.”  Translated to: 
 “Developing a system to assure that all faculty share equitably in 
coverage for unexpected events that result in needs for precepting, 
inpatient coverage, and call coverage.”  
 
2. This approach uses a primary facilitator who is tasked with soliciting 


and writing participant responses in front of the group. The facilitator 
follows a structure defined by 6 colored “hats,” each representing a 
perspective that should be adopted by participants when wearing that 
particular “hat.” The discussion of each “hat” should be clearly 
identified and defined prior to soliciting responses from participants. A 
primary challenge to the facilitator is monitoring the group and 
allowing participants to respond ONLY according to the perspectives 
of the hat being discussed at that moment. Responses related to other 
hats are to be deferred and not discussed until the appropriate time. 
The facilitator should try to solicit all information from the group 
pertaining to each hat. Only one hat should be discussed at a time.   


 
3. The six hats are as follows: 


 
Blue Hat – Design 
This hat is used to precisely define the problem/issue at hand. This 
may be done by the facilitator prior to the meeting or, if 
appropriate, by the group at the beginning of the meeting. 
 
White Hat – Facts and Information 
Use this hat to identify the current situation via available facts. The 
facilitator should write the name of the hat and its color at the top 
of the board, explain that the group is ONLY to address factual 
information, and solicit this information from the participants. As 
participants identify facts, they are listed on the board in front of 
the group. All facts related to the issue are to be solicited and 
participants should be asked if there is any additional information 
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that is needed for moving ahead. They should also be asked how 
and where additional information can be obtained.  
 
Red Hat- Emotions 
Use this hat to identify emotions associated with the issue under 
discussion. The facilitator moves to a new section of the board and 
asks participants to identify how they feel about the issue. All 
feelings are solicited and written in front of the group. We have 
found that participant emotions may vary widely across 
individuals. All feelings are noted and none are to be critiqued by 
any other group members. 
 
Black Hat – Barriers 
Use this hat to identify the barriers and impediments to resolution 
of the issue. On another section of the board, the facilitator asks the 
participants, “What are the barriers?” This hat is meant to identify 
areas that have a critical impact on resolution of the issue. 
 
Yellow Hat – Benefits 
The yellow hat identifies the benefits of changing the current 
situation. The facilitator asks the group, “What will be improved as 
a result of making a change?” These responses are listed in a new 
section of the board. 
 
Green Hat – Creativity 
This hat is used to think outside of the box and without bounds 
regarding potential solutions. The facilitator asks, “What steps will 
help create resolution?” This hat provides an opportunity to present 
new and creative ideas. Participants must NOT be allowed to 
critique anyone else’s perspective. This is an opportunity for open 
expression of solutions, some of which may be a vastly different 
way of thinking than others are used to and could be perceived as 
disconcerting. All possibilities are to be listed. 


 
4.  Once all of this information has been collected, this information is 


available for any relevant committees/decision- makers/working 
groups to develop a subsequent plan. It is critical during this aspect of 
the process that accountability is defined and a timetable is identified 
and both stated clearly in front of the larger group so everyone has a 
shared understanding of the expectations. 
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Design Approach:  Walkabout Brainstorming 
Rod Napier, Clint Sidle, Patrick Sanaghan, High Impact Tools and Activities for Strategic 
Planning, McGraw Hill, 1998. 
 
Purpose: This approach stimulates thinking, generates ideas, and identifies priority 


themes. 
 
Synopsis: When planning, organizations are often challenged by the need to 


stimulate thinking and generate ideas on a broad range of topics. If you 
simply gather “employees” and ask what they think about a topic, you 
may be met with blank stares, or the result may be a discussion dominated 
by a few participants. This design taps the resources of all the participants 
in the group and creates fluid, engaging communication. 


 
 Walkabout Brainstorming works best with groups of between 10 and 40 


people and takes approximately 40 minutes although a “turbo” version can 
be completed in less time with fewer questions (e.g. 3 questions). 


 
Materials Needed: Newsprint and easels (one for each topic area) 
 Markers 
 Tape 
 Timer 
 
Goals: 1. Create and gather data from a number of people in a relatively short 


amount of time. 
 2. Fully engage members of the team, staff, or department in sharing ideas. 
 3. Identify areas of strong agreement among participants. 
 4. Inform all participants about what others are thinking involving critical 


issues. 
 
The Activity: (This example uses a group of 36 participants and 6 planning questions as 


the working model) 
 


1. In advance of the session, have the planning group and/or group 
facilitator identify topic areas for which input is desired. Six questions 
is the suggested limit for this design. 


 
Some sample questions might be: 


   “What are the greatest sources of tension within the department?” 
“What challenges do we face in the next year that we will need to manage 
well?” 
“What external threats are present in the environment that make you 
nervous?” 
“What can the clinic do to improve patient satisfaction?” 
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2. Create a separate station for each question with newsprint and an easel 
at each station. There should be one topic or focus question written at 
the top of each station’s newsprint. Make sure you number each 
question. In this example, (using 6 questions) the questions will be 
numbered 1 through 6.  


 
3. Break the large group of 36 into 6 smaller groups of 6 participants 


each, by having group members count off from 1 through 6.  
 


4. Have group members stand in front of the newsprint station that 
corresponds to their personal number. (Example: In the counting off, if 
you are a number 4, go to station 4.) 


 
5. Let participants know that their goal is to read the focus question and 


brainstorm, as a group, all their responses to the question, listing their 
ideas on the newsprint. Each group is given 3 minutes to brainstorm 
ideas.  


 
6. Call “time” at the end of 3 minutes and ask each small group of 6 to 


move to the next station to their right.  
 
 


Question 1 


Question 2 


Question 3 


Question 4 


Question 5


Question 6 


 
 


7.    At the next station, the group then reviews the previous input, places a 
check mark next to items with which they agree, and adds their own 
additional ideas to the list. 
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8. This process continues until all the groups have brainstormed ideas. 
After participants have given their input on the 6 questions, have the 
small groups return to their original station. Much of the information 
they see will be new to them. Give them 2 minutes to indicate their 
agreement with the new ideas. Then give each group 2-3 minutes to 
create a short presentation of the top 5 or 6 ideas regarding their 
question. Their goal is not to report back all the information, just the 5 
or 6 most important ideas that will be easily noticeable by counting the 
check marks.  


 
9. The final process is for each group to give a one minute presentation 


that conveys the top agreed-upon ideas for each question. 
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Suggested References 


 
Group Techniques for Program Planning: A Guide to Nominal Group and Delphi Processes  by 
Andre L. Delbecq, Andrew H. Van De Ven, David H. Gustafson, and Andrew Van De Ven 
Delberg 1986 
 
Napier R, Sidle C, Sanaghan P. High Impact Tools and Activities for Strategic Planning: 
Creative techniques for facilitating your organization’s planning process. New York: McGraw 
Hill, 1998. 
 
Napier R, Gershenfeld MK. Advanced Games for Trainers: Powerful interventions for solving 
team, group, and organizational problems. New York: McGraw Hill, 1999. 
 
Sanaghan P, Napier R. Intentional Design and the Process of Change: Strategies for successful 
change. Washington, DC: National Association of College and University Business Officers, 
2002. 
 
VanGundy A. 101 Great Games and Activities. San Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass/Pfeiffer, 1998. 
 
 
All of these are available on Amazon and are excellent resources to have at your fingertips if you 
regularly conduct meetings. 
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Brief Guidance for Preparing a Morbidity and Mortality Conference 
 
We strongly recommend you use "Root Cause Analysis" to aid in preparing your M and M. 
Use a "Fishbone" diagram to carry out your root cause analysis. Very simply, a root cause analysis is a tool 
to look at all of the potential factors that contributed to an avoidable adverse outcome or near-miss: 


 People 
 Procedure 
 Equipment 
 Environment 
 Policy 
 Other 


In most events, there are more than one category contributes to an avoidable event. For each category ask 
the question: Was there a factor from this category that contributed to the event? And then, for each factor, 
ask why, and why again, until you can no longer ask why. For example: 


 Admission was delayed because I couldn't reach the attending - why?  
o The attending didn't have his pager on - why? 
o The attending didn't know he was on call - why? 
o The schedule in New Innovations was not accurate - why? 
o The attending had swapped calls and the schedule had not been updated - why? 
o The attending did not communicate this swap to the scheduler. 


 If possible, think of possible solutions. 
 Strongly consider having the group participate in this process - either as part of a large group 


discussion, or in small groups, with each group working on one contributing factor and identifying 
solutions. 
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Agenda 


 Way of seeing others 
 What is a “one thing”? 
 Difference between management and 


leadership 
 Discuss motivation 
 Discuss 12 questions– PCC results and 


how this could be used. 
 General supervision 
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Introduction  


 People vs Things 
 Managers–  
 Leaders–  
 How are they the same, and how are they 


different 







Way of Seeing Others 


 It is 5:25 PM.  You just got through seeing 
your last patient.  You have 1 hours worth 
of charting left.  Your pager goes off it is a 
direct page from one of your problem 
patients.   
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Way of seeing Others 


 What is your first inclination? 
 
– To answer the call and help the patient. 


 
 What are your options? 


– To ignore the call 
– To answer and tell the patient they are 


misbehaving 
– To Answer and deal with the patients problem 
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What would you do? 


 Why? 
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I should call and help the patient 
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Honor it Ignore it Ignore It 







Way of Seeing Others 


 
 
 
 


 I--- You (though) 
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I--- It 







If I ignore it—don’t call or call 
and scold 
 I Do– I ignore them 


or tell them they 
made a mistake. 
 
 
 
 


 I see– patient as an 
obstruction 


 They see– Uncaring 
arrogant doctor 
 
 
 
 
 


 They Do– Leave, 
argue or page again 
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If I ignore it—don’t call or call 
and scold 
 I Do– I ignore them 


or tell them they 
made a mistake. 
 
 
 
 


 I see– patient as an 
obstruction 


 They see– Uncaring 
arrogant doctor 
 
 
 
 
 


 They Do– Leave, 
argue or page again 
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So When I see them as an 
Object 
 What do I need? 


 
 (The conflict or the 


problem to justify my 
position) 


 I am in “the Box” 
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If I honor it– call and address their problem then 


their behavior if warranted. 
 I Do– I deal with the 


issue they are concerned 
about. 
 
 
 
 


 I see– patient as a human 
with hopes, dreams, 
concerns like me 


 They see– a caring 
doctor. 
 
 
 
 
 


 They Do– respect me. Likely 
to do what I ask to take care 
of themselves and Not bother 
me in the future? 
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So When I see them as an 
Individual 
 What do I need? 


 
 (to honor my sense 


that I should help 
them– whether I can 
or not) 


 I am out of the box 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 I am less likely to put 
them into a box 
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What is a “one thing”? 
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One Thing-- Theories  
 Movie example– City Slickers 
1. Apply across a wide range of situations. 


(Make sense out of chaos) 
2. Serve as a multiplier– rather than just 


additive 
(allow us to predict beyond chance) 


3. Must guide action 
(Lead to key variables, which if altered, change 


outcomes) 
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Management– What is it? 
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Leadership– What is it? 
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Management–  


Capitalize on Uniqueness 


Leadership 


Capitalize on Universal 
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Motivation 


 Important to see people where they are  
 Maslow– needs 
 Buckingham-- Talents 
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Talents-- Buckingham 


Any recurring Thought, Feeling, or Behavior 
 Striving-- Why 
 Thinking- How 
 Relating- Who 
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The 3 Signs of a Miserable Job 


Anonymity 
Irrelevance 
Immeasurement 
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12  Questions 


 What do I get? 
1--Do I know what is expected of me at 


work?  
2--Do I have the materials and equipment I 


need to do my work right?  
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12  Questions 
 What do I give? 
3--At work, do I have the opportunity to do 


what I do best every day?  
4--In the last seven days, have I received 


recognition or praise for doing good work?  
5--Does my supervisor, or someone at work, 


seem to care about me as a person?  
6--Is there someone at work who encourages 


my development?  
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12  Questions 
 Do I belong here? 
 
7--At work, do my opinions seem to count?  
8--Does the mission/purpose of my company 


make me feel my job is important?  
9--Are my co-workers committed to doing 


quality work? 
10--Do I have a best friend at work?   
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12  Questions 


 How can we all grow? 
 


11--In the last six months, has someone at 
work talked to me about my progress?  


12--This last year, have I had opportunities at 
work to learn and grow?  
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Your Results– What do they 
Mean? 







2011 Senior Residents 
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2010 Senior Residents 







2011 vs 2010 Senior Residents 
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2006 April PCC Overall Results
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4 Keys for effective 
management 
 Select for talent 
 Define the right outcomes (avoid 


micromanagement if possible) 
 Focus on Strengths– Motivate the 


individual 
 Find the Right Fit– Develop the person. 
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What you need to know about 
each of your direct reports  
 What are his or her strengths? 
 What are the triggers that activate those 


strengths? 
 What is his or her learning style? 
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What are his or her strengths? 


 What is the best day at work you’ve had in 
the past 3 months? 


 What was the worst day you’ve had at 
work in the past 3 months? 
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What are the triggers that 
activate those strengths? 
 Individuals have different motivations? 


– Ask them 
 Money– usually not as good as recognition 
 Recognition– personal vs public 
 Awards– individualized if possible 
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What is his or her learning 
style? 
 Analyzer– classroom discussion or reading 


etc. 
 Doing– jump in and see what happens 
 Watching– reading doesn’t help, can’t 


really just start, and therefore helps to have 
someone to watch first. 
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Where to Get More Information 
 Leadership and Self-Deception 
 The Anatomy of Peace 
 First, Break All the Rules 
 Now, Discover Your Strength 
 The One Thing You Need to Know   
 The Three Signs of a Miserable Job 
 The Leader’s Voice  
 HBR 
 FPM 
 Medical Economics 
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Leadership 
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Leadership 


 Discover what is Universal and Capitalize 
on it. 


 Leaders are optimistic 
 The opposite of leader is not follower– it is 


pessimist. 
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The Leader’s Voice 


 3 Types of Communication 
– Stories 
– Facts 
– Emotions 
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The Leader’s Voice 


 Can Describe 3 time periods 
– Past 
– Present 
– Future 
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The Leader’s Voice 


 Optimistic Compelling Case 
 Past– Stories 
 Present– Facts 
 Future– emotions (positive) 
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Hardwiring Excellence 
--as described by Quinton Studer 
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Six Pillars 


 People 
 Service 
 Quality 
 Finance 
 Access/Growth 
 Academical Village 
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People 


 Workforce Experience 
– Employee Engagement 
– Physician Satisfaction 
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Service 


 Patient Experience with in the Health 
System 
– Satisfaction 
– Loyalty 
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Quality 


 Quality of Processes and Outcomes 
 Measure and Report Clinical Performance 
 www.clinicalmicrosystem.org 
 www.ihi.org 
 



http://www.clinicalmicrosystem.org/

http://www.ihi.org/
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Finance 


 Performance 
– Revenue 
– Expenses 
– Margin 
– Costs 
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Access/Growth 


 % new patient visits per month 
 Volume growth 
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Academical Village 


 Education 
 Research 
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Six Pillars 


 People 
 Service 
 Quality 
 Finance 
 Access/Growth 
 Academical Village 
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Access 


 
Objective Measure Target* Initiatives 


1) Improve Availability for patient. 3rd available appointment  Ideal = 0 
Target = 48 hours 


1) Improve team functioning 
2) Improve Scheduling –replace 


current system asap 
3) Standardized operating hours 


and days  
4) Extended Clinic Hours in an 


organized fashion amongst the 
Primary Care Clinics 


5) Define what appointment time 
means for the patient and for 
the physician 


2) Improve Provider Availability Attended Clinical Sessions vs. 
Promised Clinical Sessions 


 
# Cfte’s per clinic 
 
Maximum and Minimum # of 


providers in clinics 
 
WRVU’s/session/provider  


Ideal = 100% 
Target = 100% 


1) Work with Medical Directors 
and Chairs to determine 
promised clinical time/% 
CFTE for each provider using 
a standardized model.  


2) Chairs/Div. Chiefs/Med 
Directors to provide the 
minimum number and 
maximum number of 
providers available to work in 
clinic  


3) Provide Monthly Variance 
Reports to Providers, Medical 
Directors and Chairs that 
includes Volume, WRVU’s 
,Sessions Promised/sessions 
worked, maximum and 
minimum number of providers 
in clinic 


3) Do today’s work today Future capacity (% open at 6 wks) 
Get data 


Ideal > 75% 1) Work down backlog 
2) Optimized staffing of 


providers and support staff to 
maximize throughput 
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2) Improve Provider Availability  


 Measures 
– Attended Clinical Sessions/Promised Clinical 


Sessions 
– # LIP CFTE’s per clinic 
– Maximum and Minimum # providers in clinic 
– WRVU’s/provider/session 
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Improve Provider Availability 


 Initiatives 
– Work with Medical Directors and Chairs to 


determine promised clinical time/% CFTE for each 
provider using a standardized model.  


– Chairs/Div. Chiefs/Med Directors to provide the 
minimum number and maximum number of 
providers available to work in clinic  


– Provide Monthly Variance Reports to Providers, 
Medical Directors and Chairs that includes Volume, 
WRVU’s ,Sessions Promised/sessions worked, 
maximum and minimum number of providers in 
clinic 
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Health Care Flywheel 
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Nine Principles 


 Commit to excellence 
 Measure the Important Things 
 Build a Culture Around Service 
 Create and Develop Leaders 
 Focus on Employee Satisfaction 
 Build Individual Accountability 
 Align Behaviors with Goals and Values 
 Communicate at All Levels 
 Recognize and Reward Success 
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